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andwritten character recognition systems are challenging research
areas in pattern recognition and artificial intelligence (Schomaker
et al., 2007; Bunke and Riesen, 2011; Liwicki et al., 2011; Uchida
et al., 2012). This methodology helps you to transform any type of doc-
uments (e.g., historical, medieval, inscription, palm leaf manuscript, book,
newspaper, and even unrestricted document formats) to an intelligible for-
mat. Fig. 1 shows an example of a palm leaf manuscript. The manuscript is
collected by the palm leaf manuscript preservation project in northeastern
Thailand at Mahasarakham university (Chamchong et al., 2010). Thousands
of palm leaf manuscripts are being digitized by this project. There are only
a few manuscripts that have a complete transcription.
Interestingly, a million of handwritten texts are stored in the national
archive of the Netherlands. There are about 600 kilometers of bookshelves
full of various documents, such as government archives, letters, land coun-
cils, and financial administration (van der Zant et al., 2008). It is difficult to
Figure 1: An example of a palm leaf manuscript.
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manually annotate all of these handwritten documents. Therefore, a semi-
automatic system is necessary for labeling the words in the handwritten
documents. To deal with the large digitized archives, the MONK system,
which is a system for character recognition, has been developed. There are
a number of benefits of using the MONK system: (1) it reduces the work-
load of historians (e.g. palaeography and medievalist) to manually anno-
tate handwritten documents; (2) it retrieves word-images (van Oosten and
Schomaker, 2014) from large archives within a second by fast processing
servers; and (3) it operates 24/7 hours and is accessible as a search engine.
We can also use character recognition research to handle other cases
which are useful for real-life situations. For example, this research can help
blind or visually impaired people to read a text directly from any source,
such as text messages, newspapers, and books. In this case a character rec-
ognizer converts a text image to a special content that can be recognized as
text, and also forwards the output to the speech synthesizer for speaking
out that text. As another example, we can create an image translator that
can capture any kind of text images from different sources (e.g., billboard,
leaflet, and even road sign) and translate it to other languages. This can
help people to understand across languages.
Character recognition systems have been used in many business areas,
for instance, bank cheque processing, mail sorting, and postal automation
(Tang et al., 2004; Gaceb et al., 2008; Pal et al., 2010; Salimi and Giveki, 2013).
It is very clear that people in the world benefit from this research area.
Furthermore, the character recognition systems are related to research
areas such as writer identification and verification (Schomaker and Bulacu,
2004; Bulacu, 2007; Brink et al., 2012; He et al., 2015). Writer identification
refers to the process of identifying the writer and the authenticity of the
document. It is widely used in, for example, a justice court, forensic labs
and for identifying an automated signature of banking applications.
This dissertation addresses the problem of handwritten character recog-
nition. Recognizing an isolated handwritten character image under the con-
dition of not very many handwritten character samples and various writing
styles create challenging research problems.
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The main goal of the research presented in this dissertation is to study
robust feature extraction techniques and machine learning techniques for hand-
written character recognition. Furthermore, we also focus on the line seg-
mentation technique which is part of the document layout analysis.
1.1 Handwritten Character Recognition
Systems
Three main components, consisting of pre-processing, segmentation, and
character recognition, are essentially required for recognizing handwritten
characters. These approaches are explained in the following sections.
1.1.1 Pre-processing
The aim of the pre-processing step is to produce data which are compati-
ble with the handwritten character recognition systems. We mainly focus
on the general operations consisting of image binarization, morphological
operators, and image normalization.
The image binarization problem is to distinguish the foreground (ink or
handwritten text) and the background (paper) without modifying the hand-
written image (Solihin and Leedham, 1999; Plamondon and Srihari, 2000).
The document image, which is generally stored in RGB (red, green, and
blue) color space is converted to a grayscale image by calculating a weighted
sum of the RGB intensity values of each pixel (Brink, 2011) as shown in Fig.
2.
When converting the grayscale image into a black and white (binary)
image, an optimal threshold value is used to process an entire document
image. Moreover, the histogram of the grayscale image which represents
the distribution of the pixel intensity values of the grayscale image is con-
structed as shown in Fig. 2b. Thus, two main categories of thresholding
algorithms; namely global and local (adaptive) have been proposed.
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(a) Histogram of color image
(b) Histogram of grayscale image
Figure 2: Illustration of the histogram of (a) color image and (b) grayscale image.
The global threshold (Otsu, 1979; Leedham et al., 2003) is chosen as the
optimal threshold value which represents the entire document image. By
this way the grayscale values of corresponding pixels are transformed into
white or black. The corresponding pixel value is set to white when it is
below the threshold value and set to black when it is above the threshold
value. Fig. 3a shows the result of the global threshold after using Otsu’s
algorithm. Here, the threshold value is chosen as 175.
On the other hand, the local threshold creates different adapted values
according to the information in the neighborhood area (Solihin and Leed-
ham, 1999; Sauvola and Pietikäinen, 2000). Fig. 3b illustrates the result of
the local threshold after using Sauvola’s algorithm. Here, the neighborhood
area is defined as 30× 30 pixels.
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(a) Otsu’s algorithm when applied on the document from Fig. 1
(b) Sauvola’s algorithm when applied on the document from Fig. 1
Figure 3: Result of the handwritten document image after using (a) Otsu’s algo-
rithm and (b) Sauvola’s algorithm.
1.1.2 Segmentation
In the segmentation process we are concerned with the effect of the seg-
mentation algorithms on the document image. The document image is par-
titioned into regions of interest, such as, lines, words, and also characters
depending on the type of the application. A well-known basic technique
called projection profile (Krishnamoorthy et al., 1993; Bukhari et al., 2011)
which is based on the density of the ink on the document images, has been
proposed and applied to all segmentation processes.
In the line segmentation process the horizontal projection profile is com-
monly used. The valleys in the histogram are considered to be the locations
between the text lines. Fig. 4 shows the histogram of the horizontal profile
of the palm leaf manuscript (see Fig. 3). We should note that one cannot
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solve the segmentation problems only by using the horizontal projection
profile, if the text lines in the document image are skewed or overlapping.
In the word and character segmentation process, the vertical projection pro-
file has been proposed. We can apply this word segmentation method to
some language scripts, such as Latin, since the natural handwriting style
gives often a space between words and the handwriting of characters within
a word is also connected. Fig. 5a shows a space between two words occur-
ring in the natural handwriting style. As a result, this problem can be solved
by using the vertical projection profile, see Fig. 5b.
On the contrary, in the Thai language (see Fig. 6), people ordinarily start
writing the first word and keep writing until the end of the sentence with-
out any space. Therefore, the basic word segmentation method cannot be
applied to the Thai language. Nevertheless character segmentation can be di-
rectly applied to this language.
Furthermore, many machine learning techniques have been introduced
to address the problems of document image segmentation. For example,
for page segmentation of historical document images; convolutional auto-
encoders (Chen et al., 2015), for text line extraction of historical manuscripts;
dynamic multilayer perceptrons (Baechler et al., 2013), for word segmenta-
tion of handwritten documents; structural support vector machines (Ryu
et al., 2015), and finally for character segmentation of cursive characters;
Bayesian belief networks, support vector machines (Maragoudakis et al.,
2002) and neural networks (Blumenstein, 2008), have been proposed.
Figure 4: Illustration of the horizontal projection profile of the document image.
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(a) Text line of Saint Gall manuscript
(b) Vertical projection histogram of Saint Gall manuscript
Figure 5: The result of the vertical projection profile of Saint Gall manuscript. (a)
Saint Gall text. (b) The vertical projection profile of Saint Gall manuscript.
(a) Text line of Thai script
(b) Vertical projection histogram of Thai script
Figure 6: An example of the vertical projection profile according to the text line
of Thai script. (a) Text line of Thai script. (b) The result of the vertical
projection profile.
1.1.3 Character Recognition
Character recognition consists of two main components. These are feature
extraction and machine learning techniques.
Feature extraction
Feature extraction is the process where important information, namely fea-
ture vectors, from the character images are created. It is one of many factors
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which are used to increase the effectiveness of a recognition system. A pop-
ular and simple technique is the pixel-based method (Roy et al., 2004). It uses
raw pixel intensities of the handwritten text without destructing the image
that is itself represented as a feature vector. To make this method effective,
however, a large amount of training data is required.
Many feature extraction techniques (which can also be called feature de-
scriptors) have been proposed (Lowe, 2004; Dalal and Triggs, 2005) for the
pattern recognition problems. In these techniques the gradient values ex-
tracted from local areas of the handwritten character image are used.
On the other hand, other feature learning methods, such as restricted
Boltzmann machines, auto-encoders, and deep belief networks have been
investigated in this area as well (Hinton et al., 2006; Coates et al., 2011b).
Machine learning
After feature extraction, a classifier is needed to determine the exact class
of the characters. For this purpose, there are many classifiers which are
based on machine learning techniques, for instance, support vector ma-
chines (SVM), artificial neural networks (ANN), deep belief networks (DBN),
convolutional neural networks (CNN), hidden Markov models (HMM), and
k-nearest neighbor (kNN) have been used in the character recognition pro-
cess (Arica and Yarman-Vural, 2001; Hinton et al., 2006; Cires¸an et al., 2011;
Grafm¨uller and Beyerer, 2013; Schmidhuber, 2015).
1.2 Research Questions
Handwritten character recognition systems are definitely still an active area
of research. Several challenges such as binarization of degraded document
images, document layout analysis (e.g. segmenting the historical manu-
scripts into subsets, such as text line, background, and decoration graphic),
text line segmentation (segmenting a text line into a single word), and hand-
written character segmentation (e.g. segmenting overlapping or connected
handwritten characters into isolated characters) have not been solved. Espe-
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cially, the characteristic as well as the handwriting style of some languages
(for example, Thai, Arabic, and Indian) give non-uniform spacing between
two words and even intra-words. As a result, it is difficult to segment the ex-
act word locations from a text line. Therefore, handwritten character recog-
nition systems still have a long way to become almost perfect.
The major question that motivates the research in this dissertation is: How
can we improve the performance of the handwritten character recognition system?
This dissertation aims to contribute novel solutions to deal with the primary
problems of handwritten character recognition. We start our investigation
by focusing on the document layout analysis approach by extracting the
textual information from the scanned document images. Moreover, we de-
sire to understand which feature extraction techniques are most robust and
precise for the recognition performance in various conditions. We address
the following research questions:
RQ1 We focus on the task of segmenting the text areas from the handwrit-
ten document images. Here, we propose a novel line segmentation method
for handwritten historical documents which are written in one column. The
following questions come up; Is it possible to find potential candidates for
starting points of lines separating upper and lower text areas of handwrit-
ten documents? What is the best technique that can separate two lines of
handwritten text which are connected or overlapping?
RQ2 Very high accuracy is required for a character recognition system for
being applied in real-world applications. However, there are difficult prob-
lems of the challenging handwritten scripts such as the similarities between
the character sets and the similar structures between different characters.
These factors negatively affect the performance of a handwritten charac-
ter recognition system. What are the most robust local feature descriptors
that can improve the recognition performance? Furthermore, when robust
feature vectors are created, how do machine learning techniques perform
for recognizing more complex handwritten characters? Can we assume that
a simple machine learning technique such as the k-nearest neighbor algo-
rithm provides high accuracy results?
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RQ3 Several factors, including an insufficient amount of training sam-
ples and many different types of handwriting, can affect the performance
of handwritten recognition systems. Thus, it is not a straightforward task
to obtain high accuracies on difficult handwritten character datasets. How
can we manage these issues? How do local feature descriptors and bag
of visual words (BOW) perform for recognizing more complex handwrit-
ten characters? Furthermore, if we use the SVM algorithm for classification,
which kernel type provides the best recognition accuracies on the challeng-
ing handwritten character datasets?
In order to answer all of these questions (RQ1 to RQ3), Chapter 2 to
Chapter 5 describe the research done in this dissertation. We will give con-
crete answers to these questions in Chapter 6.
1.3 Objectives of this Dissertation
There are two fundamental objectives at the basis of the research reported
in this dissertation. We make these more explicit here.
1. Line segmentation in handwritten documents: the handwritten documents
described in this dissertation are historical document images which
contain several manuscripts, such as hagiography, medieval, histor-
ical, and contemporary manuscripts. These document image collec-
tions are written in a single column. Importantly, it contains a diver-
sity of the common problems for line segmentation. Our first objective
is to create a robust and effective line segmentation algorithm.
2. Feature extraction / descriptors: the handwritten character images pre-
sented in this dissertation are used as the input to the feature extrac-
tion techniques. We collect the handwritten characters from different
language scripts, such as Thai, Bangla, Odia, and Latin scripts. These
datasets are used in the recognition performance evaluation, because
they contain several difficult problems and do not have a very large
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number of handwritten character samples. In order to obtain an out-
standing performance of the recognition system, we assume that fea-
ture extraction is the most important stage of a recognition algorithm,
since it is able to capture the necessary information from the charac-
ter images. Our second objective is to develop novel well performing
feature extraction algorithms.
In our point of view, the present dissertation emphasizes effective tech-
niques to solve the curious problems of handwritten character recognition,
which include line segmentation and character recognition processes.
1.4 Contributions
The major contribution of the dissertation is a novel technique for feature ex-
traction which is appropriate for isolated handwritten characters and repre-
sents both characters and digits from various handwritten scripts. We have
performed experiments on five datasets containing MNIST (LeCun and
Cortes, 1998), Latin (der Maaten, 2009), Thai (Surinta et al., 2012), Bangla
(Bhowmik et al., 2009), and Odia (Mishra et al., 2013).
Additionally, we present a line segmentation method which is based on a
well-known path-planning algorithm. This proposed algorithm is very ben-
eficial when upper and lower text areas are overlapping or connected. We
have performed experiments on the Saint Gall dataset (Fischer et al., 2011)
and on several historical handwritten documents from the MONK line seg-
mentation dataset (MLS) (Surinta et al., 2014). The specific contributions of
the dissertation are as follows.
In Chapter 2, we propose a line segmentation method which is based on
the well-known A∗ path-planning algorithm (Nilsson, 1982). A number of
cost functions has been designed to determine the optimal path which is
separating upper and lower text regions. The proposed method is very use-
ful when two subsequent lines of the handwritten text are overlapping or
connected. The reason is that the combined cost function allows a separat-
ing path to pass through ink pixels or get close to text areas. This chapter
is based on the following publication:
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Surinta, O., Holtkamp, M., Karaaba, M.F., van Oosten, J.P., Schomaker,
L.R.B., and Wiering, M.A. (2014). A∗ path planning for line segmenta-
tion of handwritten documents. In Frontiers in Handwriting Recogni-
tion (ICFHR), The 14th International Conference on, pages 175-180.
Chapter 3 presents a method that achieves a high performance on the
isolated handwritten Bangla digit dataset. We have compared four differ-
ent techniques including the contour angular technique (CAT), the hotspot
technique (HOT), the gray pixel-based method (GPB), and the black and
white down scaled method (BWS). To obtain the highest recognition accu-
racy, the outputs of four classifiers are combined and then new data are
classified by taking a vote of their predictions. This chapter is based on the
following publications:
Surinta, O., Schomaker, L.R.B., and Wiering, M. A. (2012). Handwrit-
ten character classification using the hotspot feature extraction tech-
nique. In Pattern Recognition Applications and Methods (ICPRAM),
The 1st International Conference on, pages 261-264. SciTePress.
Surinta, O., Schomaker, L.R.B., and Wiering, M.A. (2013). A compar-
ison of feature extraction and pixel-based methods for recognizing
handwritten Bangla digits. In Document Analysis and Recognition
(ICDAR), The 12th International Conference on, pages 165-169. IEEE
Computer Society.
In Chapter 4, we first provide a new standard Thai handwritten char-
acter dataset that is provided for the evaluation of classification and fea-
ture extraction techniques. It contains difficult problems such as complex
structural characteristics of the characters and strong similarities between
different character sets. We show that the local gradient feature descrip-
tors, namely the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) (Lowe, 2004) and
the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) (Lowe, 2004) obtain very high
recognition performances when combined with the SVM (Vapnik, 1998) on
the handwritten character datasets. This chapter is based on the following
journal publication:
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Surinta, O., Karaaba, M.F., Schomaker, L.R.B., andWiering, M.A. (2015).
Recognition of handwritten characters using local gradient feature de-
scriptors. Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence, 45:405-
414.
Finally, Chapter 5 proposes the use of bag of visual words (BOW) (Csurka
et al., 2004) for recognizing handwritten characters. There are some chal-
lenges in the handwritten character datasets, such as the writing styles,
similar structures of different characters, background noise, and a lack of
a large amount of handwritten character examples. In this approach, the
intensity values in each local area are processed by using the HOG descrip-
tor, called HOG-BOW. The HOG descriptor captures the gradient structure
of the local shape and provides more robust features than with pixel in-
tensities directly. Subsequently, a codebook is computed by using K-means
clustering which is an unsupervised clustering algorithm. Eventually, to
create the feature vectors, the soft-assignment scheme (Coates et al., 2011b)
that computes the activity of each cluster is used. We have achieved very
high recognition accuracies with the HOG-BOW method with L2 regular-
ized support vector machines (L2-SVM) (Fan et al., 2008). This chapter is
based on the following publication:
Surinta, O., Karaaba, M.F., Mishra, T.K., Schomaker, L.R.B., and Wier-
ing, M.A. (2015). Recognizing Handwritten Characters with Local De-
scriptors and Bags of Visual Words. In Engineering Applications of
Neural Networks (EANN), 16th International Conference on, pages
255-264.

2DOCUMENT L INE IDENTIF ICAT ION
This chapter addresses the problem of document layout analysis of histor-
ical manuscripts. The term document layout analysis refers to partition-
ing the manuscript into a set of regions of interest. Transformation of the
manuscript into meaningful structures is an essential step in the document
layout analysis. To obtain textual information, a segmentation process (e.g.,
line, word, and character segmentation) is applied to the region of interest.
Consequently, this chapter describes the use of a novel A∗ path-planning
algorithm for performing line segmentation of handwritten documents. The
novelty of the proposed approach lies in the use of a smart combination of
simple soft cost functions that allows an artificial agent to compute paths
separating the upper and lower text fields. The use of soft cost functions
enables the agent to compute near-optimal separating paths even if the up-
per and lower text parts are overlapping in particular places. We have per-
formed experiments on the Saint Gall and Monk line segmentation (MLS)
datasets. The experimental results show that our proposed method per-
forms very well on the Saint Gall dataset, and also demonstrate that our al-
gorithm is able to cope well with the much more complicated MLS dataset.
Part of this chapter has previously been published in Proceedings of the International Confer-
ence on Frontiers in Handwriting Recognition (ICFHR2014)
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C
urrent search engines are very useful for people to search for infor-
mation on the Internet. However, there is still a lot of information
available on the Internet that cannot be used efficiently, because
this information is contained in scanned document images that cannot be
read or understood in an effective way by current search engine technology.
We are especially interested in making handwritten documents accessible
to people by recognizing the contents of these documents and making them
searchable with a new generation of search engines tailored to handwritten
documents.
The MONK system is a historical manuscript recognition system, consist-
ing of many techniques for searching for words in historical manuscript
collections. The system consists of different handwriting recognition algo-
rithms, which are trained by crowd sourcing techniques where volunteers
can create ground-truth labels for words and lines that occur in the histori-
cal documents (Bulacu et al., 2007, 2009).
Extracting the textual information from the scanned document images is
problematic and challenging (Gupta et al., 2006). The reason is that there
are various types of documents which have different purposes and uses.
Document layout analysis is an important process in character recognition
systems which aims to address the problem of information extraction from
various document images (Singh and Kumar, 2014). With this process the
regions of interests in a document image are identified and categorized into
categories, such as title, author, text, figure, and footer (Eickel, 1990; Ingold
and Armangil, 1991) depending on the objective of the application. Fig. 7
shows some examples of historical document manuscripts.
2.1 Layout Analysis
In order to better understand the layout analysis, the basic idea starts by
analyzing the document image and then generating the tree structure from
the document image which is constructed by using the projection profile.
Krishnamoorthy et al. (1993) proposed the well-known X-Y tree structure
algorithm for extracting the spatial structure of technical image documents
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(a) MLS dataset (b) Bentham dataset (c) Parzival dataset
Figure 7: Some examples of the historical manuscripts: (a) manuscript from MLS
dataset (Captain’s logs, 1777), (b) manuscript from Bentham dataset and
(c) manuscript from Parzival dataset (page 114).
into the tree structure. Ha et al. (1995) proposed the recursive X-Y cut al-
gorithm which distinguishes a document image into a set of rectangular
blocks. With this method the regions of interest are defined by using the
profile analysis. Then the sub-region locations are assigned by local his-
tograms. This method divides the document image recursively into a set of
rectangular blocks.
Lee and Ryu (2001) proposed the parameter-free geometric method for
page segmentation and region identification from the document image. To
create a homogeneous region, the pyramidal quadtree structure is con-
structed and analyzed according to the top-down approach. For the top-
level of the pyramid, the bounding boxes of connected components are
extracted. Then, the periodicity of each region is estimated using the pro-
jection profile (both horizontal and vertical). In this stage, text regions can
be distinguished from the other regions. However, dividing a region into
small regions is required if the region is not an isolated periodical region.
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On the other hand, the layout analysis can benefit from machine learning
techniques such as support vector machines (SVM), multi-layer perceptrons
(MLP), and dynamic multi-layer perceptrons (DMLP) (Baechler et al., 2013).
The machine learning techniques classify the document images by learning
different content areas from them and classify the content areas, such as
text block, background, periphery, and decoration (Wei et al., 2014). Con-
sequently, the content of the document image can be created according to
feature extraction techniques, such as Gradient shape features (GSF), local
binary patterns (LBP), and rotation invariant uniform (RIU) (Diem et al.,
2011; Wei et al., 2014). In the layout analysis process, the document image
is prepared for subsequent processing steps including line, word, and char-
acter segmentation. In this chapter, we propose a novel A∗ path-planning
algorithm for line segmentation of handwritten documents as described in
Section 2.2.
Word Segmentation
In word segmentation, usually the gap between two words is considered
as a candidate word separator since the Latin language uses a space to
separate words (see Fig. 8a). However, this rule cannot be applied to some
other languages, such as Thai (see Fig. 9), Laos, and Bangla (or Bengali).
Especially, the non-uniform spacing of words can appear in the modern
Thai handwriting styles as shown in Fig. 8b. Furthermore, the challenge in
word segmentation is that neighboring words may be connected.
Importantly, various word segmentation techniques take the gaps be-
tween two connected component (CC) of words (Manmatha and Srimal,
1999; Louloudis et al., 2009; Simistira et al., 2011) into account.
For instance, Manmatha and Srimal (1999) proposed a blob analysis method
for segmenting words on the George Washington dataset (George Washing-
ton, 1999). By this method, the filter operator performs a Laplacian of Gaus-
sian (LoG) to find areas of edges in the document images and hence the
blob extraction maps the document image and locates the word level.
Machine learning techniques have also been applied to word segmenta-
tion applications. For example (Louloudis et al., 2009) used unsupervised
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8: An illustration of the challenges in word segmentation. (a) Handwritten
text from the MLS dataset (Captain’s logs, 1777), (b) Thai handwritten
text from Thai handwritten documents dataset.
(a) (b)
Figure 9: Illustration of the Thai handwritten documents dataset. In (a) and (b), the
native writers studied in university and are aged from 20 to 23 years old.
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learning to segment a sentence of a text line into words. The Euclidean gap
metric which is represented as the minimum distance between adjacent
overlapped components is created. The Gaussian mixtures method is used
to divide the Euclidean gap metric data into two clusters (inter-class and
intra-class) where a minimum distance model is associated for each cluster.
As a supervised learning technique, the gap metric which is represented
for measuring the separability of CC is extracted and then given to the soft-
margin SVM with a linear kernel as a classifier (Papavassiliou et al., 2010;
Simistira et al., 2011).
Character Segmentation
In character segmentation, the word image is divided into small segmented
regions each of which probably contains an isolated character and then is
detected by the CC technique (Naveena and Aradhya, 2012). Usually, the
vertical projection profile, which is a traditional segmentation technique, is
used (Xiu et al., 2006).
Due to the diversity of the handwriting styles, the vertical profile may
not get an advantage for the Latin language, because the nature of the
Latin handwriting is that neighbor characters are connected to each other
as shown in Fig. 10.
Many holistic methods have been proposed for character segmentation.
Arica and Yarman-Vural (2002) proposed the shortest-path algorithm which
segments the word into characters, parts of the character, and even strokes.
This method used a hidden Markov model (HMM) to recognize a word
from each segmented partition.
On the other hand, Salvi et al. (2013) proposed a new global non-holistic
method to segment characters from handwritten words by using an average
longest path algorithm. The algorithm finds the candidate segmentation
which is represented by the vertices of the word images. After that, to find
the longest path between the vertices, each candidate segment is fed into
SVM classifiers. The proper characters are then obtained from this process.
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(a) Dutch word, “Saturday” (b) Thai word, “November”
Figure 10: Illustration of the challenges in character segmentation. (a) word from
the MLS dataset (Captain’s logs, 1777), (b) Thai word from Thai hand-
written documents dataset.
2.2 Line Segmentation
We will now describe a novel line segmentation algorithm for handwritten
documents. Line segmentation (Likforman-Sulem et al., 2007) is one of the
first techniques that needs to be applied to a document, before individual
words or characters can be found and (parts of) the handwritten text can be
automatically recognized. It should be noted that line segmentation is an
intrinsically ill-posed problem that can only be solved using an interaction
between classifiers and separation modules. Therefore, there is currently no
method that can optimally deal with all difficulties such as curved lines and
touching text lines, see Fig. 11, Fig. 13a and Fig. 17d for some complicated
examples.
Related Work
The first step that is performed by a line segmentation algorithm is to find
potential candidates for starting points of lines separating upper and lower
text fields. Most often this step uses horizontal projection profiles, in which
the amount of black ink is summed over the x-axis to obtain a profile indi-
cating text areas having a lot or little to no black ink. Bulacu et al. (2007)
proposed the smoothed horizontal projection profile to more robustly de-
tect peaks and valleys in the binarized document image. In (Arivazhagan
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et al., 2007), the handwritten document is divided into chunks, and the
smoothed projection profile in each chunk is calculated. Then, the valleys
in the projection profile are considered as the starting state of the text lines.
Also in (Chamchong and Fung, 2012), the baselines of the valleys are used
to define the starting states for the separating lines.
(a) Aldermen’s court, Leuven 1421
(b) Aldermen’s court, Leuven 1421
(c) Cabinet of the King, KdK 1893
Figure 11: A complicated historical manuscript example from the MLS dataset.
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After defining the starting states, various methods for finding the line
separating upper and lower text ares have been proposed, we refer to
(Likforman-Sulem et al., 2007) for a complete survey on this area. In (Bu-
lacu et al., 2007), a droplet method that preserves the ink connectivity is
developed. Beginning in the starting state, first an initial straight path is
generated. Then, the document image is turned 90 degrees and an artifi-
cial water droplet is moved from the top to the bottom of the page. This
droplet tries to move around the ink along the straight path with the aim to
preserve the ascenders and descenders in the final segmentation. The exper-
imental results on a part of a dataset named “the cabinet of the Dutch queen”
containing 32,816 lines (31.6 per page) showed that 99.8% of the lines were
correctly segmented.
Louloudis et al. (2009) proposed the use of the Hough transform to per-
form line segmentation. In this method, the average width and height of
connected components in the whole document are computed and used for
partitioning the text into sub-areas. The sub-areas are again partitioned into
equally sized blocks. After that the ink gravity enter is computed in each
block. Finally, the set of all gravity center points is processed by the linear
Hough transform to find a straight separating line. This technique provides
a line detection rate of 97.4% on the ICDAR 2007 handwriting segmentation
dataset.
Saabni and El-Sana (2011) proposed the use of the seam carving method
to perform language-independent text line extraction. This method finds
the extreme points that indicate the layout of text lines by first generating
an energy map using the signed distance transform. The minimum energy
paths pass along the middle of the text lines. The region of the text line is
estimated from a set of intersecting components. Finally, the components
between two consecutive lines are extracted and associated to the closest
text line.
Garz et al. (2012) proposed a binarization-free text line segmentation al-
gorithm. First, parts-of-character interest points are located by means of
the Difference of Gaussians (DoG) filter after which locations of local min-
ima and maxima are found in the gray-scale image. These detected interest
points represent the most significant locations of portions of the text. Then,
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an energy map is computed around the located text points, and the seam
carving technique is used to find a connected path with minimum cost that
goes through low energy parts. This technique provides a hit rate of 0.9865
on 1,431 text lines of the Saint Gall dataset. The dataset is available from
http://www.iam.unibe.ch/fki/databases.
Although these previous methods perform well when the text is struc-
tured, they still suffer from inaccurate line segmentations in case characters
of subsequent lines are overlapping or touching. Therefore the aim of this
research is to develop a robust method to deal with this overlapping or
touching text-lines problem and to obtain accurate line segmentations for
different kinds of manuscripts.
Contributions
We propose a line segmentation method based on the A∗ path-planning al-
gorithm (Nilsson, 1982). This well-known path-planning algorithm is com-
bined with a number of cost functions to determine the optimal path sep-
arating upper and lower text areas. The cost functions have been designed
in order to allow the separating path to go through text areas, although the
path incurs a cost if it cuts ink pixels or gets close to them. This makes the
proposed method very useful in case upper and lower text fields are over-
lapping or connected. The A∗ path-planning algorithm has been widely
used in the field of artificial intelligence, however, this chapter shows that
this technique can also be very beneficial for line segmentation purposes.
We have performed experiments on the Saint Gall dataset, and on several
historical handwritten documents from theMONK line segmentation (MLS)
dataset, which is a selection from the MONK collection. The MLS dataset
is available from http://www.ai.rug.nl/~mrolarik/MLS/ for research pur-
poses.
2.2.1 Text Line Localization
An important aspect of line segmentation is to automatically detect the lo-
cations of text lines. In our approach, text line localization is performed in
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two steps: binarization and projection profile analysis. In the first step, the
handwritten document images are binarized using a binarization technique.
Such a technique takes into account the diversity of document images, texts,
images, mixtures of texts, and images, line drawings, and noisy or degraded
document images. Bulacu et al. (2007) and Surinta et al. (2013) use Otsu’s
algorithm, a global binarization technique, in their work. Otsu’s algorithm
uses one threshold value to process an entire document image. This algo-
rithm is not performing well when the background of the document image
is complicated as shown in Fig. 12b. On the other hand, Sauvola’s algorithm
(Sauvola and Pietikäinen, 2000) for local binarization copes effectively with
complex backgrounds as shown in Fig. 12c. Because the contrast between
handwriting and background is low (see Fig. 12a), the threshold value is
calculated by the mean and standard deviation of the local neighborhood
of the gray pixel values. This threshold value has to be calculated for each
pixel (Singh et al., 2011; Shafait et al., 2008).
(a) Document image (b) Otsu’s algorithm (c) Sauvola’s algorithm
Figure 12: Results of the document image after using a binarization technique. (a)
The original handwritten document image, (b) background noise is re-
moved by Otsu’s algorithm, and (c) the result of Sauvola’s algorithm.
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The experimental evaluation of the proposed method is done on two
handwritten historical manuscript datasets, namely the MLS and the Saint
Gall datasets (Fig. 13). The MLS dataset contains medieval, historical, and
contemporary manuscripts, and has the purpose of testing line segmenta-
tion algorithms. The collection contains a wide variation of the common
problems in handwriting recognition: lines with overlapping ascenders/de-
scenders, slightly rotated scans, and curved base lines. The Saint Gall dataset
is written in the 9th century, uses Latin script and contains 60 pages. Each
page is written in one column and some pages contain a graphic (Fischer
et al., 2011; Garz et al., 2012).
In this research, we have used Sauvola’s algorithm with a window size
of 20 × 20 pixels (Fischer et al., 2011) to convert the typically 300 dpi gray
document image to a binary document image, the result of which is shown
in Fig. 12c. The structure of the characters is legible (Badekas and Papa-
markos, 2007) when zooming into the pixel level, see Fig. 14. Unfortunately,
Sauvola’s algorithm was not able to delete all non-text graphics. For this
reason, in case it failed, we manually removed the graphics. We will re-
search automatic removal of all graphics and other issues related to layout
analysis in future work.
The second step uses the concept of projection profile analysis (Ghosh
et al., 2011) for finding the location of the text lines in the handwritten doc-
ument image. The horizontal ink density histogram of the document image
is computed by taking the sum of the black pixel values in the correspond-
ing row, and then storing the values into a vector. Subsequently, the maxima
are extracted from the vector. In our case, we consider the starting points
for line segmentation to fall in between the local maxima of the ink density
histogram. For dealing with noise, we make use of a persistance threshold,
which allows to avoid false local maxima. Therefore, we only consider local
maxima if the ink density histogram value at some local maximum is larger
than (µh − σh), where µh is the average of the ink density histogram and
σh is the standard deviation. Then these located local maxima represent the
text lines, and the starting and end points for the subsequent line segmen-
tation stage are set in the middle between two subsequent local maxima. In
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(a) MLS dataset
(b) Saint Gall dataset
Figure 13: A variety of handwritten historical manuscript samples. (a) Four sam-
ples from the MLS dataset. (b) Two samples from the Saint Gall dataset,
which is one dataset in the IAM historical document database (IAM-
HistDB). Please note the problem of vertical overlap, especially in Figure
(a) up-right.
this research, the starting state and the goal state is placed on the left and
right of each line found with horizontal profile, respectively.
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Figure 14: Result of Sauvola’s algorithm when zooming to the pixel level.
2.2.2 The A∗ Path-Planning Algorithm for Text Line Seg-
mentation
Path planning has been applied to different applications in artificial intel-
ligence, such as in robotic systems, route planners, and games. The aim of
path planning is to compute the shortest path that allows the agent to reach
its destination given its current position. Path-planning methods compute a
path for a given environmental representation in the form of a map (Stentz,
1994). The environmental map can contain many obstacles, which the agent
is not allowed to pass through.
The goal of the A∗ path-planning algorithm is to minimize the sum of
costs on the path between the starting state s1 and the goal-state sn. If we
denote sa1 , s
a
2 , . . . s
a
n as the sequence of states traversed by path p
a, then the








where C(si, sj) is the cost to go from state si to state sj.
The A∗ path-planning algorithm uses some heuristic function to speed
up computing the optimal solution to reach the goal state. The algorithm
combines the cost of the current path between the starting state and the cur-
rent state with an admissible heuristic function that estimates the shortest
possible cost from the current state to the goal state. The heuristic function
uses the Euclidean distance to compute a lower bound on the expected cost
to travel to the goal state from the current state.
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The Problem with Unreachable Goal States
The standard A∗ path-planning algorithm cannot address the problem of
an unreachable goal state. For example, it cannot find a goal state when
it is enclosed from all sides by obstacles. This is because in the standard
algorithm the agent is not allowed to move through obstacles and then in
this case it can never compute a path to reach the goal state.
We are interested in line segmentation of handwritten historical manuscri-
pts. In our problem, black ink pixels are converted to obstacles and the start
and goal states are determined based on the text line localization method
explained in Section 2.2.1. When using the original A* path-planning algo-
rithm for this problem, it is effective when the components of two lines do
not overlap. On the other hand, the output of the algorithm is incorrect
when the handwritten text of two subsequent lines is overlapping. Some
results of the standard A∗ path-planning algorithm are shown in Fig. 15a
and Fig. 15b. The result in Fig. 15a is good and shows that for easy cases
the standard algorithm can separate the lines well with an almost straight
line. The result in Fig. 15b clearly shows the problem of the standard A*
algorithm when the text parts of two lines are overlapping.
(a) (b)
Figure 15: Illustrations of the standard A∗ path-planning algorithm. (a) The agent
correctly separates two character lines. (b) The agent cannot divide the
two touching text lines, because it cannot move through obstacles.
Our proposedA∗ path-planning algorithm operates quite differently from
the standard method. Most importantly, our A∗ algorithm allows the agent
to pass through obstacles. However, going through them incurs some cost
and therefore it is better for the agent not to traverse these obstacles, if pos-
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sible. Consequently, the problem of the touching text lines is solved at the
algorithm level.
Cost Functions in our A∗ Path-Planning Algorithm
Our A∗ path-planning algorithm uses five cost functions. These cost func-
tions are combined to compute the traveling cost from a state until the goal
state is reached. We will now explain the used cost functions in our path-
planning algorithm.
1. The Ink Distance Cost Functions D (n) and D ′(n)
These two cost functions control the agent to stay more or less in
between ink pixels above and below. They use the closest distance
d of the agent to possible obstacles in the upward and downward










where d(n,nyu) and d(n,nyd) are the distances between the state n
and the closest obstacle (ink pixel) in the upward and downward di-
rection, respectively. The distance is set to a maximum value if no
obstacle is found in that direction. Note that the cost is highest (with
a value of 1) if the agent passes an obstacle. Fig. 16 illustrates this cost
function. We also make use of D ′(n) which attributes a much higher
cost to getting close to pixel values compared to staying further away
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Figure 16: Illustration of the ink distance cost function. The minimum cost is com-
puted from the distance between state n and the closest obstacles in the
upward direction yu and the downward direction yd.
2. The Map-Obstacle Cost Function M(n)
To enforce the agent from trying not to traverse obstacles in the map so
that it does not cut through black ink, we created another cost function
that gives a penalty only if the agent passes through an obstacle. In
this cost function M(n) returns 1, if the state n lies on a black pixel,
and otherwise M(n) returns 0.
3. The Vertical Cost Function V(n)
The vertical cost function V(n) is used so that the path does not de-
viate too much from the y-position of the starting and end position.
This prevents the agent from going up or down an entire line. The cost
function V(n) is defined as:
V(n) = abs(ny −n
start
y )
where ny is the y-position of the current state and n
start
y is the y-
position of the starting point.
4. The Neighbor Cost Function N(si, sj)
The neighbor cost N(si, sj) is used to compute the shortest path be-
tween the start and goal state, and is the same as also used in the
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standard A* path-planning algorithm. When making a move to a new
state, the cost N(si, sj) is 10 for a vertical, and horizontal step and the
cost is 14 for diagonal directions. In each state the agent can make use
of 8-directional movements.
The proposed A∗ path-planning algorithm now uses the following com-
bined cost-function C(si, sj):
C(si, sj) = cdD(si) + cd2D
′(si) + cmM(si) (4)
+cvV(si) + cnN(si, sj)
The parameters cd, cd2, cm, cv, and cn have been tuned using some images
during preliminary experiments. This cost function is used to compute the
path cost. After each move the state with the lowest value is used to expand
its current path. Once the goal-state is to be expanded, the optimal path
based on the used cost functions has been found.
2.2.3 Experimental Evaluation
The whole algorithm now works as follows. In the first step the handwrit-
ten historical manuscripts are binarized using Sauvola’s algorithm. In the
second step the smoothed horizontal ink density histogram of the binary
image is calculated. Then peaks of the horizontal ink density histogram
are detected by the local maxima method. The starting state of each line is
set between subsequent peaks. Finally, the A∗ path-planning algorithm is
applied.
Our line segmentation system has been applied to handwritten historical
manuscripts from the MLS and the Saint Gall dataset. The values we used
for the experiments on the Saint Gall dataset are: cd = 150, cd2 = 50, cm =
50, cv = 3, and cn = 1. The values we used for the experiments on the
heterogeneous MLS dataset are: cd = 130, cd2 = 0, cm = 50, cv = 2.5, and
cn = 1.
Some results of the A∗ path-planning algorithm are shown in Fig. 17.
The text lines are separated by the optimal path (i.e., the path with the
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lowest cost). Some line segmentation results on whole document parts of





Figure 17: Some results of our A∗ path-planning algorithm.
The ground-truth line segmentation for these datasets is acquired man-
ually with the help of a tool developed for this task. This tool presents
a scanned document in a web page, and allows the human user to mark
handwritten text with the mouse pointer by selecting a vertical area (de-
noted by two y-values in the image) using JavaScript (see Fig. 20). After
annotating these text lines, the page image is split as follows: for each line
annotation the area above and below the line area are whitened in a copy of
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Figure 18: Line segmentation result on handwritten documents from the Saint Gall
dataset.
the original image. This preserves the original image size. Descenders and
ascenders from respectively the lines above and below are not removed by
this process; they are removed manually by whitening them with a simple
paint program (e.g., xpaint). This procedure yields the ground truth for the
target line.
Both the input images and output images are losslessly compressed to
prevent any influence from lossy compression artefacts. Each line annota-
tion image is named as the original image, appended with a line number.
This allows the matching of the ground-truth images with the output im-
ages of our A∗ path-planning algorithm.
For evaluating the performance of the line segmentation algorithm, we
will use the pixel-level hit rate and the line detection accuracy measure on
the binary document image, as proposed by Li et al. (2008) and Garz et al.
(2012).
After the line segmentation algorithm is finished, we will haveM ground-
truth lines andN detected lines. Now a matrix P of sizeM×N is computed,
where Pij is the number of shared black pixels between the i
th ground-truth
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Figure 19: Line segmentation result on handwritten documents from the MLS
dataset.
line and the jth detected line (Garz et al., 2012; Baechler et al., 2013). The
goodness of assigning particular ground-truth lines to particular detected
lines is given by the total number of shared black pixels given this assign-
ment. From all the possible assignments the optimal one is selected, result-
ing in the value G(Smax) indicating the total number of shared pixels for the





where GT is the set of black pixels in the ground-truth line, and R is the total
number of black pixels found by our algorithm including pixels which are
not in the ground-truth.
We also use the text-line detection accuracy measure (Li et al., 2008;
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Gij(Smax)
|Rj|
> 0.9. where GTi is the set of black pixels in the ground-truth
line i, Rj is the set of black pixels in the matching j-th line found by our
algorithm and Gij is the number of shared black pixels between line i of the
ground-truth and the j-th detected line. This measure is affected by missing
parts of the text-line and additional noise in the detected line.
We computed results on the Saint Gall dataset using a manuscript con-
taining a total of 1,429 lines and on different manuscripts from the MLS
dataset containing in total 995 lines. For the Saint Gall dataset, our method
obtains a near-perfect pixel-level hit rate of 0.998 and a line-detection accu-
racy of 0.999. The computation time for the 1,429 lines is around 8 minutes.
On the much more complicated MLS dataset our method obtains a pixel-
level hit rate of 0.928 and a line-detection accuracy of 0.9. The computation
time for this dataset for the 995 lines is around 26 minutes. Most errors on
the MLS dataset are caused by our method for detecting starting points of
lines, because this dataset contains some very short lines, with which our
line detection algorithm cannot cope well. Other errors on the MLS dataset
are caused by lines which are not horizontal, but slanted.
Table 1 presents the hit rate and the line accuracy for the Saint Gall
dataset for several methods. In this table the performance of our method
is compared with two systems including the method by Garz et al. (2012)
and the method by Baechler et al. (2013). The results show that our method
outperforms previous methods on this dataset.
Table 1: Line accuracy and hit rate of line segmentation on the Saint Gall dataset.
Method Hit rate Line accuracy
Baechler et al. 0.9600 0.9540
Garz et al. 0.9865 0.9797
Our method 0.9980 0.9990
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Figure 20: Illustration of the ground-truth tool. The text line area is marked by the
human user.
2.3 Conclusion
We have presented the important process of the document layout analysis
that segments the historical manuscript into a set of regions of interest and
recognizes them as the textual information.
In this chapter, we focused specifically on line segmentation. An A∗ path-
planning algorithm is described that uses a combination of cost functions to
control a line segmentation agent. The algorithm uses a binarized image ob-
tained from a handwritten text image using Sauvola’s algorithm. The start
and end points of a line are detected using the smoothed horizontal ink
density histogram. The algorithm uses different cost functions to stay as
far away as possible from ink pixels and at the same time tries to compute
the shortest path. The travel costs are always positive and increase until the
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end of the line. Dynamic programming-like approach is used to efficiently
compute the travel cost. The results on two historical line-segmentation
datasets show that our A∗ path-planning algorithm successfully separates
subsequent text lines, even when they partially overlap. The advantages of
the proposed method are that our method is fairly simple to implement,
quite fast, and robust for different kinds of handwritten documents. The
disadvantage is that sometimes the method prefers to cut some text instead
of going up with a curved line. This is a consequence of the trade-off be-
tween staying away from ink pixels and computing the shortest path. As
stated in the introduction a synergy between bottom-up and top-down pro-
cessing using text classification likelihoods can solve these problems in the
future. Also Sauvola’s algorithm needs to be applied iteratively using sev-
eral window sizes in a real system.
Future Work
Layout analysis (Bulacu et al., 2007; Baechler et al., 2013) will be used to han-
dle the document image before applying the line segmentation technique.
We will use an object detection technique to detect non-text graphics in the
handwritten images. Furthermore, we plan to use an energy function (Garz
et al., 2012) that can be computed on gray images instead of the black and
white images we used in this chapter. Given the current system, it would be
interesting to see if the parameters can be automatically optimized using
an adaptive framework. We will apply the A∗ path-planning algorithm to
a handwritten Thai dataset, which we recently collected, and combine this
with handwritten character recognition algorithms. Finally, we would like
to compare our A∗ path-planning algorithm with seam carving technique
(Saabni and El-Sana, 2011; Arvanitopoulos and Susstrunk, 2014; Zhang and
Tan, 2014).
3P IXEL -BASED AND FEATURE -BASED
RECOGNIT ION
Feature extraction techniques can be important in character recognition, be-
cause they can enhance the efficacy of recognition in comparison to fea-
tureless or pixel-based approaches. Our first study in this chapter aims to
investigate the feature extraction technique called the hotspot technique in
order to use it for representing handwritten characters and digits. In the
hotspot technique, the distance values between the closest black pixels and
the hotspots in each direction are used as representation for a character. The
hotspot technique is applied to three datasets including Thai handwritten
characters (65 classes), Bangla digit (10 classes), and MNIST (10 classes).
The hotspot technique consists of two parameters including the number of
hotspots and the number of chain code directions. The datasets are then
classified by the k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm using the Euclidean dis-
tance as function for computing distances between data points. In this study,
the classification rates obtained from the hotspot, mask direction, and direc-
tion of chain code techniques are compared. The results revealed that the
hotspot technique provides the largest average classification rates.
The Second study proposes another novel handwritten character recogni-
tion method for isolated handwritten characters. A feature is introduced
The research described in this chapter has previously been published in Proceedings of the
International Conference on Pattern Recognition Applications and Methods (ICPRAM2014) and
Proceedings of the International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR2013)
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for such patterns, the contour angular technique. It is compared to other
methods, such as the hotspot feature, the gray-level normalized character
image, and a basic low-resolution pixel-based method. One of the goals of
this study is to explore performance differences between dedicated feature
methods and the pixel-based methods. The four methods are combined
with support vector machine classifiers and compared on a collection of
handwritten Bangla digit images. The results show that the fast contour
angular technique outperforms the other techniques when not very many
training examples are used. The fast contour angular technique captures as-
pects of curvature of the handwritten image and results in much faster char-
acter classification than the gray pixel-based method. Still, this feature ob-
tains a similar recognition compared to the gray pixel-based method when
a large training set is used. In order to investigate further whether the differ-
ent feature methods represent complementary aspects of shape, the effect
of majority voting is explored. The results indicate that the majority voting
method achieves the best recognition performance on this dataset.
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3.1 Introduction
Feature extraction can play an important role in handwriting recognition. It
is used for generating suitable feature vectors, and using them as represen-
tation of handwritten characters. The difference between handwritten char-
acters and printed characters lies in the diversity of characters. In printed
characters, the structural pattern of characters is always the same, therefore
the main challenges are coping with different fonts, or scanning qualities.
However, in handwritten characters, the pattern of characters is different,
even for those of the same writer.
The main objective for using feature extraction is to reduce the data di-
mensionality by extracting the most important features from character im-
ages (Lauer et al., 2007). When the feature vector dimensionality is smaller,
a set of features can be useful for representing the characteristics of charac-
ters. Moreover, feature extraction can play a significant factor for obtaining
high accuracies in character recognition systems (Trier et al., 1996), espe-
cially if there is not a lot of training data available.
The main challenge in handwritten character classification is to deal with
the enormous variety of handwriting styles as a result of different writers.
Furthermore, some complex handwriting scripts comprise different styles
for writing words. In some of them characters are written isolated from
each other, (e.g., Thai, Laos, and Japanese), in some they are cursive, and in
some the characters are connected (e.g., English, Indian, and Arabic). This
challenge is recognized by many researchers (Cires¸an et al., 2010; Meier
et al., 2011; Song et al., 2011). The large variety of writing styles, writing
persons, and the complicated features of the handwritten characters are
very challenging for accurately classifying the characters.
A large number of studies investigated the problem of handwriting recog-
nition based on the MNIST dataset (LeCun et al., 1998). The MNIST dataset
was modified from the original NIST database. This dataset is nowadays
used as a standard benchmark for testing machine learning techniques and
pattern recognition methods (Cires¸an et al., 2010; Meier et al., 2011). There
are 60,000 handwritten digit images for training and 10,000 test images. The
size of these handwritten digit images is normalized and the digits are cen-
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tered in a fixed-size image to fit into a 28 × 28 pixel space (LeCun et al.,
1998; Meier et al., 2011). Furthermore, the handwritten images are com-
pletely separated from the background. Although this is a large dataset, it
is very clear and researched extensively.
This chapter first of all aims to investigate a novel feature extractor for
handwritten characters and other types of characters such as handwritten
digits from different scripts. The main aim of this chapter is to propose a
fast and easy to use feature extraction technique that obtains a good per-
formance. This study focuses on isolated characters. Three datasets includ-
ing Thai character, Bangla digit, and MNIST (Mixed National Institute of
Standards and Technology database) were used to test our novel proposed
feature extraction technique. The hotspot technique is used to determine
the distance along a particular direction between the hotspots and the first
black pixel of the object. The hotspots are distributed at fixed locations over
the character images. This technique extracts some important information
from the character images and is fairly robust to translation and rotation
variances. The important parameters of this technique are the number of
hotspots and the number of chain code directions.
Second, we focus on the recognition of handwritten Bangla (or Bengali)
digits, which is the second most popular language in India and Bangladesh
(Das et al., 2010). The dataset contains different kinds of background and
a variety of pixel space resolutions. Various example digits of handwritten
Bangla are shown in Fig. 21. It is clear, that when compared to the MNIST
dataset, Bangla digits are more complicated and there is more style diver-
sity (Bhowmik et al., 2009). For instance, the curly tails in Bangla characters
makes the definition of a stable bounding box problematic.
Related Work
A feature extraction technique can play an important factor for getting
high accuracies in handwritten character recognition systems (Surinta et al.,
2012). Different feature extraction techniques have been used to train a rec-
ognizer for the handwritten Bangla digit dataset. However, also pixel-based
methods that directly use the pixels have been explored. In one approach,
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(a) Bangla digit 0-4 (b) Bangla digit 5-9
Figure 21: A variety of handwritten Bangla digit samples. (a) Set of numbers from 0
to 4 and (b) from 5 to 9. Note the large differences between the examples
on the first and last rows and the variation in background intensity.
a pixel-based method, pixels are represented as data in high dimensional
input space. Wen et al. (2007) and Roy et al. (2004) presented the original
handwritten Bangla digit without computing any features and normalized
the original image into a 16 × 16 and 28 × 28 pixel space, respectively.
The number of handwritten digits used in their experiments were 16,000
and 10,677 records, respectively. Wen et al. (2007) used the support vec-
tor machine (SVM) classifier and obtained a recognition rate of 86.1%. Roy
et al. (2004) used the multilayer perceptron (MLP) for the recognition and
obtained a recognition rate of 92.1%
In the feature-based approach, an automatic feature extraction technique
extracts unique information from the handwritten image. The number of re-
sulting features from the feature extraction technique is often smaller than
in the pixel-based method. Sanossian and Evans (1998) proposed a scan-
ning technique for English characters. They used 64 × 64 pixels of binary
images. The feature values are calculated by scanning through the image in
horizontal, vertical, and inner (inside the character) directions of character
images. Ferdinando (2003) used a vertical and two horizontal directions for
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digits. The feature vectors from this technique are the positions of crossing
points between each line.
An interesting approach is a direction technique consisting of 4 feature
windows, and 4 neighbor masks. Firstly, Kawtrakul and Waewsawangwong
(2000) used 4 feature windows including horizontal, vertical, left diagonal,
and right diagonal directions. This technique found the contour of Thai
character images. Subsequently, every feature window (3 × 3 pixels) is used
to slide through all cells of character images. The feature vectors of this
technique represent the number of perfectly matching windows in the fea-
ture window with the part of the character windows. Secondly, Pal et al.
(2008) presented 4 direction neighbors. These directions are used to count
a matching number of directions from contour images. Rajashekararadhya
and Ranjan (2009) suggested the application of a feature extraction algo-
rithm for Kannada script. In this study, the zone and projection distance
metric technique was proposed. The distance values from four different di-
rections including vertical downward direction, vertical upward direction,
horizontal right direction, and horizontal left direction were calculated.
In addition, Wen et al. (2007) proposed the KPS technique. Their tech-
nique combined a Kirsch mask and principal component analysis (PCA).
The dimensionality reduction was used, because the Kirsch mask ex-
tracted 1,280 dimensional inputs. After PCA they used the SVM classifier
and obtained an accuracy of 95.1% on the Bangla digit dataset. Basu et al.
(2005) presented the shadow, the centroid and the longest-run feature ex-
traction technique. It provided 76 dimensional inputs and 6,000 records
were used, which were scaled to 32 × 32 pixel space. They used the MLP
classifier and obtained an accuracy of 96.7% on the Bangla digit dataset.
Contributions
In this chapter we propose a novel method for feature extraction which is
suitable for isolated handwritten characters called the hotspot technique.
We have used three different handwritten datasets from different scripts
(Thai character, Bangla digit and MNIST) to compare our novel feature ex-
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traction technique to two state-of-the-art techniques. The results show that
our novel method significantly outperforms the other two methods on two
datasets containing handwritten digits. Only on the Thai character dataset
containing 65 classes, one other technique achieves higher recognition accu-
racies. The average recognition rate over the three datasets is also highest
for our novel technique, which demonstrates its effectiveness.
Second, we present a novel method that obtains state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on the isolated handwritten Bangla digit dataset. We have com-
pared four different techniques. The first feature is the contour angular
technique (CAT) that computes the contour of the handwritten image us-
ing 8-directional codes, while counting the co-occurrences of angles along
the ink trace. The second feature is the set of distance values that is com-
puted between the hotspots and the black pixels of the handwritten image
(Surinta et al., 2012). The third feature uses intensities of the pixel space
from small blocks. The last feature is a gray pixel-based method that uses
the whole handwritten image as the input (Das et al., 2010). Finally, we use
a majority voting technique to combine the outputs of the four different
classifiers and to obtain the highest recognition accuracy.
In order to create a feature vector, we study two kinds of techniques. In
both, the relevant information is extracted from the handwritten character
image and transformed into vector data (Dhandra et al., 2011). The two
major techniques include image pixel-based methods and feature extraction
techniques. These techniques are described in the following sections.
3.2 Image Pixel-Based Methods
3.2.1 Gray Pixel-Based Method (GPB)
The Gray pixel-based method uses the raw pixel intensities of the handwrit-
ten images to preserve the handwritten image without destructing subtle
intensity gradients on the edges of the inktrace (Roy et al., 2004). The size
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of the handwritten image is resized to the corresponding resolution, 784 (28
× 28) and 1,600 (40 × 40) feature values are computed.
3.2.2 Black and White Down Scaled Method (BWS)
This simple feature extraction technique is useful to compute a base per-
formance. The black and white handwritten image is partitioned into 9 ×
9 non-overlapping blocks. From each block the number of black pixels is
computed, resulting in 81 features.
3.3 Feature Extraction Techniques
Feature extraction can play a significant factor for increasing the efficacy
of recognition systems (Trier et al., 1996). It is a process that extracts the
important information from the character images and transforms them into
vector data. When a feature extraction technique is applied, the dimension-
ality of the resulting feature vector is often smaller in comparison with that
of raw data (Lauer et al., 2007). Since the smaller feature vectors are after-
wards used in a classification algorithm, with little training data they may
suffer less from overfitting than pixel-based methods.
3.3.1 The Hotspot Technique (HOT)
The HOT is our first novel feature extraction method useful for representing
the characters. The distance between black pixels and the hotspots in each
direction is used to describe the whole object. In this technique, the size of
the hotspot was defined as N×N. For example, the size of the hotspot can
be 3 × 3. The distance between black pixels and the hotspots from the first
to the last hotspot is calculated. The direction of the hotspots is defined by
the chain code directions as shown in Fig. 22.
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Figure 22: An example to illustrate the location and distribution of the hotspots.
In this image, the use of 3× 3 hotspots are shown. The chain code di-
rections for identifying the distance, starting from the hotspot until the
object in each direction was found. The directions from each hotspot are
identified by using 4 directions and 8 directions chain code.
The hotspot feature vector Ps is defined as Equation (6);
Ps = {(xs,ys) , {di} , {Dsi}} (6)
where (xs,ys) is the coordinate of the hotspot diǫ {0, 1, 2, ..., 7} when the
chain code direction is considered as 8-directional codes (see Fig. 27), and
Dsi is the distance between the hotspot and the first black pixel of the object
found in the direction di. It is noted that, if there is no object pixel found
then the distance Dsi is set to dmax. The distance is measured by using the






2 + (ys − yi)
2 if (xi,yi) exists,
dmax else
(7)
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where (xi,yi) is the coordinate of the closest black pixel of the object in the
specified direction. As feature vector we only consider 4 or 8 values of every
hotspot and then concatenate it into some specific order to create a feature
vector. The complete notation of feature vectors can be defined as follows;
f = {D11, . . . ,D1K, . . . ,DL1, . . . ,DLK}
where L is the number of hotspots and K is the number of directions. The
feature vector size depends on the number of hotspots and the number of
directions. For example, when 9 (3 × 3) hotspots and chain codes with 4
directions are used, the size of the resulting feature vector will be 36.
Figure 23: The feature values of the hotspot when considering the 4-directional
codes. j is the coordinate of the hotspot (xs,ys), k is a distance value
Dsi when (xi,yi) exists and l is a distance value dmax when Dsi does
not exist.
A problem that we noticed when the 8 directions technique was applied
is that some black pixels might not be determined, especially in diagonal
directions. For example, the problem is that the hotspot goes through the
black pixels but cannot find them. Therefore, the distance from that hotspot
was determined as dmax (see Fig. 23). In Fig. 24 when the black pixel cannot
be identified, the hotspot should be stopped at the distance with a value of
4 (d3 = 4). In the present study, we use the mask conditional technique to
solve this problem. When the mask condition technique was applied, all the
black pixels in the contour of the character were found.
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Figure 24: Illustration of the problem with 8 directions chain code. In this image,
the black pixel could not be found in the left-up diagonal direction d3.
The mask conditional technique is used to solve the problem. As a result,
the distance is defined as 4.
There are two parameters that influence this method including 1) number
of hotspots and 2) number of chain code directions. The preliminary results
demonstrated that the best setting uses 25 evenly spaced hotspots. The di-
rections of the hotspots are defined by the 4-directional codes di ∈ {0, 2, 4, 6},
so that the hotspot technique provides 100 features.
3.3.2 Mask Direction Technique (MDT)
The MDT is also known as the direction feature (Blumenstein et al., 2003)
and suitable for tracking the directions of the character image. In this tech-
nique, the character image is first peeled off from the original character
image until the thin object is found. This is called thinning the charac-
ter image. The mask size for the mask direction technique is 3× 3 pixels
(Kawtrakul and Waewsawangwong, 2000). The mask directions consist of
vertical, horizontal, left-diagonal, and right-diagonal mask as shown in Fig.
25.
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Figure 25: Illustration of the four mask directions. 25a vertical mask sa, 25b hori-
zontal mask sb, 25c left-diagonal mask sc and 25d right-diagonal mask
sd.
The MDT starts off by dividing the character image into small blocks. In
the present study, each mask direction is used to slide through each pixel
in the small block from the coordinate (1, 1) to coordinate (1,n) (from left
to right) and search until the last coordinate (n,n) (top-down) is found. For
example, some matched mask directions are shown in Fig. 26. The mask
direction technique computes a fixed-size histogram containing the number
of matched pixel-windows (mask directions) from whole small blocks.
(a) vertical direction (b) horizontal direction (c) diagonal direction
Figure 26: The matched masks in a particular direction 26a vertical direction, 26b
horizontal direction and 26c diagonal direction.
Let us consider the set of distinct patterns S = (sa, sb, sc, sd)where sa, sb, sc,
and sd are the vertical, horizontal, left-diagonal, and right diagonal mask
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as shown in Fig. 25 as a feature vector. We consider only the frequency of
each pattern S within small blocks. The number of features obtained from
mask direction were 64 features. These features were derived from dividing
the character image into small blocks (16 blocks in total) and there were 4
mask directions.
3.3.3 Direction of Chain Code Technique (DCC)
The DCC is an efficient technique in handwriting recognition (Bhowmik
et al., 2007; Pal et al., 2008; Siddiqi and Vincent, 2009). We applied this
technique to the present study according to the methods described by Sid-
diqi and Vincent (2009), although we adapted their technique to deal more
efficiently with our datasets. They used the extraction technique for hand-
written south India scripts, which include Kannada, Telugu, and Tamil. In
their study, they use two feature sets, one consisting of 64 and the other
of 400 feature values. The first feature set is used for high speed recogni-
tion. First, the stroke is extracted from the character image and divided into
small blocks (N×N). Consequently, four directions of the chain code are
used to count the frequency of the directions from the contour image. The
number of features obtained from the direction of chain code technique we
used is 128. These features are derived from dividing the character image
into small blocks (16 blocks in total) and there are 8 chain code directions.
The DCC is used to describe the directions of characters. Here, the thinned
character was used to compute the chain code. The directions that will be
computed in a character are shown in Fig. 27. The starting point of the di-
rection in each block will first be identified. Interestingly, a wrong starting
point will cause errors of the chain code as well as shown in Fig. 28. The
procedures to indicate the pattern of the chain code should be similar.
In Fig. 28a the starting point is (1,3), at this point the result of this chain
code is c = {6, 7, 7, 0}, while in Fig. 28b the starting point is changed from
(1,3) to (4,6). The chain code from this starting point is c = {4, 3, 3, 2}. The
result is very different when the starting point is changed.
The algorithm we used for computing the directions of chain code repre-
sentation is the following;
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(a) 4 directions (b) 8 directions
Figure 27: Illustration the chain code directions. 27a chain code with 4 directions
and 27b 8 directions.
(a) Starting point (1,3) (b) Starting point (4,6)
Figure 28: Illustration of the chain code with different starting points. 28a the start-
ing point starts at coordinate (1,3), the chain code c = {6, 7, 7, 0} and 28b
coordinate (4,6), the chain code c = {4, 3, 3, 2}.
1. The character image is divided into small blocks (N×N).
2. The starting point for each block is identified. The starting point is
searched from the coordinate (1,1) and the black pixels along x-axis
was found through the end of the x-axis (1,n), which is the upper
edge of the sub-character image block. Consequently, the image block
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is searched through along the borders, so first along the upper edge,
the right edge, the bottom edge and the left edge until finished at the
last pixel. The first found black pixel is the starting point.
3. From the previous step, the starting point of the object is identified.
Here, the 8 directions of chain code is used for identifying the di-
rection of the neighbor pixel. The neighbor pixel cannot always be
found by using the 4 directions procedure because the 4 directions of
chain code do not consider the diagonal directions. After the direc-
tion of the object from the first starting point is found, the identified
neighbor pixel is marked in order to avoid repeated identification. For
identifying the next starting point, it is needed to be started off with
the same starting point from the beginning. During this identification,
when the marked pixels are found, the searching for the starting point
is skipped.
4. The neighbor pixel of the object needs to be identified. The neighbor
pixel is identified until the last one.
3.3.4 The Contour Angular Technique (CAT)
What is needed is a feature that can be computed conveniently and which
captures more shape details than the angle along the contour of the ink
trace. A proposed solution is to capture aspects of curvature. The approach
is related to the usage of angular co-occurrence in the Hinge feature (Bulacu
and Schomaker, 2007) in writer identification.
The CAT implementation is, unlike the Hinge, directed at the classifi-
cation of characters and is a fast implementation of quantized angle co-
occurrence computation. The technique consists of two stages.
The first stage
The method divides the handwritten character into 16 non-overlapping
blocks and considers the contour of the handwritten image as 8-directional
codes, see Fig. 27. This setting computes 128 features. First, the starting
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point Si for each block is identified. It is searched along the edges of image
blocks, first along the upper, the right, the bottom until finished at the left
edge. The first found black pixel is the starting point Si (Fig. 29b). Second,
8-directional codes are used for identifying the contour of the neighbor pix-
els. Sometimes there are multiple neighbor pixels, for this reason a queue
is used to arrange the neighbor pixels, which are all used to update the
directional-code histogram.
(a) The handwritten im-
age block
(b) The starting point (c) The angular co-
occurrence
Figure 29: The starting point Si of the handwritten image block. (a) The hand-
written image block (u, v) from the whole handwritten image. (b) The
starting point Si of the handwritten image is searched along the (u, v)
borders. (c) The angular co-occurrence for which angles ϕ1 and ϕ2 are
computed. Note that the rectangular block (u, v) shown in Fig. 29a is
not shown in the appropriate location and size.
The second stage
The contour of the handwritten image is computed. According to the chain
code directions as shown in Fig 27b, 8 directions of the chain code are
used. The method considers the angles ϕ1 and ϕ2 (see Fig. 29c) that move
from Si until the last pixel in each block and then counts the co-occurring
angles in a two-dimensional array indexed by ϕ1 and ϕ2. The result is
the angular co-occurrence histogram with 64 (8 × 8 directions) elements.
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The discrete angle co-occurrence histogram approximates the angular co-
occurrence probability along the contours. By combining the outputs of
both stages, the CAT feature extraction technique creates feature vectors of
size 192.
3.4 Classification Methods
3.4.1 k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN)
The kNN algorithm is classified as an instance based learning algorithm
(Martínez and Fuentes, 2003), which is suitable for large amounts of data.
It is a well known non-parametric and simple algorithm. The kNN algo-
rithm has been used in statistical estimation, scene recognition (Abdullah
et al., 2010b) and also writer identification systems (Brink et al., 2012). In
some previous studies, the kNN algorithm has been used in character recog-
nition and a good recognition performance was obtained (Cordella et al.,
2008). In (Kumar et al., 2011), the authors proposed two feature extraction
techniques including diagonal and transition feature extraction, and then
experimented on the Gurmakhi dataset. The recognition performance with
this method is 94.12%. In (Rakesh Rathi and Jangid, 2012), the authors used
feature mining algorithms to compute the feature vector and tested the
method on the Devanagari vowels database. The KNN algorithm is used as
a classification technique, and obtained the accuracy of 96.14%.
In kNN, the input vector is compared with training samples to compute
the most similar k neighbors. The efficacy of the kNN algorithm depends on
two key factors: a suitable distance function and the value of the parameter
k (Hendrickx and van den Bosch, 2005). In this study, the Euclidean distance
is selected as the function in order to calculate distance values from an input
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vector x to each training sample y. The Euclidean distance is calculated by








where N is the number of dimensions of x and y. Then distances between
the input vector and the training samples are compared to identify the
closest neighbors to the input vector. The parameter k is usually chosen as
an odd number, e.g. if parameter k = 3, the three closest neighbors are
considered in order to determine the class for a particular input vector. Let
Z = {(yi, ci)} be the set of M labelled training samples, where yi ∈ R
N and
ci ∈ C and C is the set of class labels present in the training samples. In
the classification stage for an unknown sample x, first the distance d(x,yi)
from x to each sample in Z is calculated according to Eq. (8). Let Dk =
{d1,d2, ...,dk} be the set of k nearest distances for the input x, where d1 6
d2 6 ... 6 dk. To classify an unknown sample x, the number of occurrences
each class belongs to the input vectors in Dk is counted, and finally the
most frequently occurring class is selected as the output of the classifier.
3.4.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
The support vector machine algorithm invented by Vapnik (1998) has been
effectively applied to many pattern recognition problems.
Linear SVMs for Two-Class Problems
The SVM algorithm is very useful for two-class classification problems. The
algorithm finds the optimal separating hyperplane, which has the maxi-
mum distance to the training points that are closest to the hyperplane.
The training points closest to the computed separating hyperplane are
called support vectors. The original SVM is a linear binary classifier, which
is useful for two-class classification problems. On the other hand, it does
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not provide good separation for non-sparse complex data (e.g., image data).
We will now shortly describe the workings of the SVM. Let D be a training
dataset,
D = {(xi,yi), 1 6 i 6 M} (9)
where xi ∈ R
N are input vectors and yi ∈ {+1,−1} is the binary label of pat-
tern xi. The optimal model from the set of hyperplanes in R
N is computed
by the SVM optimization algorithm. The decision function is given by (Eq.
(10)):
f(x) = sign(wTx+ b) (10)
where w is the weight vector orthogonal to the hyperplane and b is the bias
value. To compute the parameters w and b, the SVM algorithm minimizes









wTxi + b > +1− ξi for yi = +1
and
wTxi + b 6 −1+ ξi for yi = −1
where C controls a trade-off between training error and generalization, and
ξi > 0 are slack variables which tolerate some errors, but which need to
be minimized. While this soft margin method is useful to fit a model to a
complex dataset, if used improperly, overfitting can occur.
The maximum margin splits the hyperplane with wTx + b = 0. The
splitting hyperplane obtains the largest distance to the closest positives
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wTx + b = +1 and negatives wTx + b = −1. The linear kernel function
is defined as follows:
K(xi, xj) = x
T
i xj (12)
Non-linear SVMs for Multi-Class Problems
The linear SVM algorithm has been extended to deal with non-linear multi-
class classification problems by constructing and combining several binary
classifiers (Hsu and Lin, 2002). Many non-linear kernel functions have been
proposed. In this chapter we choose the radial basis function (RBF) kernel as
a non-linear similarity function in the SVM classifier. The RBF kernel com-
putes the following similarity value between two input vectors (Eq. (13)):
K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ
∥∥xi − xj
∥∥2) (13)
where γ is a kernel parameter of the RBF kernel. Large values of the γ pa-
rameter may cause overfitting due to the increase of the number of support
vectors.
For multi-class problems, we use the one-vs-all strategy. The problem
consists of choosing the kernel function and tuning a variety of parameters
(Rossi and Carvalho, 2008). In this method, the input vector is given to all
SVM models which are constructed for each class. Then the class with the
maximum discriminant output is selected from these models as the win-
ning class. The idea here is that every model is constructed to discriminate
between a class and the other classes (Liu et al., 2003).
The hyperparameters that need to be tuned in the SVM with the RBF
kernel include the cost parameter (C) and the gamma parameter (γ). The
C parameter has a significant effect on the decision boundary. It controls
the width of the margin. The γ parameter directly affects overfitting. This
causes large γ values to increase the number of support vectors (Rossi and
Carvalho, 2008).
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To deal with the large scale of the feature vectors, the L2-regularized SVM
(L2-SVM) (Koshiba and Abe, 2003; Fan et al., 2008) has been proposed. It











We used regular grid search for exploring the two dimensional parameter
space. The logarithmic scale is chosen. The goal is to estimate the accuracy
of the classifier for each point on the grid. In order to prevent over-fitting,
cross validation is used. The training set is divided into k-folds, one fold is
used as test set, and k-1 folds are used as training set. This is then repeated
k times.
Normalization
It is very important to normalize the feature vector before applying SVMs.
This is to avoid attributes of the feature vector in large numeric ranges.
Therefore, the entire training and test dataset are scaled with the same nor-
malization method. In our experiments, the features are scaled to the range
[0, 1].
3.5 Data Collection and Preparation
The datasets used in the present study include Thai character, Bangla digit
and MNIST (LeCun and Cortes, 1998). Fig. 30 shows some examples of
handwritten characters. Each dataset consists of isolated characters. MNIST
consists of 60,000 training examples and 10,000 test examples. MNIST is a
handwritten digit dataset that has been widely used as benchmark for com-
paring feature extraction techniques (Lauer et al., 2007). In the present study,
10,000 records (10 classes) of the MNIST dataset were used. For the Bangla
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digit dataset1 , 10,920 records of the numbers 0 to 9 (10 classes) are used.
The most distinctive aspect of the Bangla digit dataset is the large variety
of handwriting styles (see Fig. 21). Because of the different handwriting
styles, two of the numbers look similar as shown in Fig. 31. The Thai char-
acter dataset used in the present study includes 65 classes consisting of
consonants, vowels and tones. There are 5,900 Thai character examples in
this dataset. The Thai character dataset was collected from characters writ-
ten by writers aged from 20 - 23 years old. Among this group of data, there
are characters written by 7 female writers and 3 male writers.
In order to prepare the handwritten images for our feature extraction
techniques, our system executes a number of preprocessing steps. First, the
data in the handwritten Bangla digit dataset contain different kinds of back-
grounds, some of which are clear but most are not clear and even quite
noisy. The four background removal algorithms investigated in this study
were those of Otsu, Niblack, Sauvola, and Wolf (Som et al., 2011; Wolf et al.,
2002). The results of handwritten images after applying the binarization
methods are shown in Fig. 32. In this experiment, Otsu’s algorithm (Fig.
32b) was the best algorithm to transform a gray image into a binary image
without noise.
The second problem with the handwritten Bangla digit dataset is that
numbers were scanned into digital images at different resolutions. The Bicu-
bic interpolation, which is an efficient normalization algorithm (Mahmud,
2005; Hamidi and Borji, 2010), was used to normalize the handwritten im-
age to fit into a 28×28 and 40×40 pixel space, which yields images with
quality from good to outstanding.
Finally, the last process in preparation of the dataset is thinning. This
technique is used in order to create images which are uniformly thin, as the
current dataset (Fig. 21) displays a large variety of ink thickness. The results
from the thinning technique are shown in Fig. 33. Other researchers such
as Pal et al. (2008), Bulacu and Schomaker (2007), and Liu and Suen (2009)
have not applied thinning, as this procedure is not useful for their feature
1We are sincerely grateful to Dr. Tapan K. Bhowmik for providing the Bangla digit data
used in the present study.
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(a) Bangla digit dataset. (b) MNIST dataset.
(c) Thai character dataset.
Figure 30: Some examples of handwritten character images used in the present
study. (a) Bangla digit, (b) MNIST and (c) Thai character dataset.
extraction techniques. We will use thinning for our two feature extraction
techniques, but not for the pixel-based methods.
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(a) Bangla digit number 1 (b) Bangla digit number 2
Figure 31: Similarities between different handwritten Bangla digits. (a) The images
of number 1, and (b) number 2.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 32: Results of handwritten images after applying the binarization methods.
(a) The handwritten image before removing background noise, (b) back-
ground noise is removed by Otsu’s algorithm, (c) Wolf’s algorithm, (d)
Sauvola’s algorithm, and (e) Niblack’s algorithm.
Figure 33: The handwritten images after applying the thinning technique.
3.6 Experimental Results
We evaluate the handwritten character recognition techniques on three hand-
written datasets including Thai character, Bangla digit, and MNIST. The
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datasets are composed of isolated handwritten scripts. The handwritten im-
ages are converted to binary and normalized to a fixed-size image. There
are two pixel resolutions which are used in these experiments. In section
3.6.1, the handwritten images are normalized to 40× 40 pixels and exper-
iments with the kNN algorithm are described. In section 3.6.2, the images
are normalized to 28× 28 pixels and experiments with the SVM algorithm
are described. In these experiments, we are using the recognition rate as
our evaluation metric to mesure the performance of each feature extraction
technique.
3.6.1 Experiments with the kNN Algorithm
We presented a novel method for feature extraction, called the hotspot tech-
nique. This novel technique is compared to other methods including mask
direction and the direction of chain code technique. The feature vectors
obtained from these techniques are classified by the kNN method. The out-
come of the classification process is the classification rate. The classification
process is an indicator for the efficacy of each technique. All different extrac-
tors were applied to three datasets including Thai character, Bangla digit,
and MNIST. These three datasets were treated with the same methods so
that the size of character images for all datasets are determined as 40× 40
pixels.
The mask direction technique is also known as the direction feature (Blu-
menstein et al., 2003) and suitable for tracking the directions of the char-
acter image. The mask size for the MDT is 3 × 3 pixels (Kawtrakul and
Waewsawangwong, 2000). The mask directions consist of horizontal mask,
vertical mask, left-diagonal mask, and right-diagonal mask (Blumenstein
et al., 2003). The number of features obtained from MDT was 64.
The DCC is an efficient technique in handwriting recognition (Bhowmik
et al., 2007). We applied this technique to the present study according to the
methods described by Pal et al. (2008), although we adapted their technique
to deal more efficiently with our datasets by identifying the starting point
of the direction in each block.
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The datasets were divided into 10 subsets (90% training set and 10% test
set). We randomly divided the data into a test and training set 10 different
times. The value of k of the kNN classifier was optimized for each method
and dataset.





Thai character 83.3 ± 0.5 88.0 ± 0.6 71.3 ± 0.7
MNIST 89.9 ± 0.3 85.1 ± 0.3 83.5 ± 0.2
Bangla digit 90.1 ± 0.4 87.6 ± 0.4 82.7 ± 0.4
The size of the feature vectors obtained from HOT, MDT, and DCC were
100, 64, and 128 dimensions, respectively, For the HOT we used dmax =
20 for the two datasets containing digits, and dmax = 0 for the Thai char-
acter dataset, which worked slightly better for an unknown reason than
dmax = 20. Table 2 shows the comparison of classification efficacy of the
different feature extraction techniques. It is found that the best feature ex-
traction technique for classification is HOT, followed by MDT and DCC,
respectively. The average classification rate obtained from HOT, MDT, and
DCC are 87.8%, 86.9%, and 79.2%, respectively. Our new technique sig-
nificantly outperforms the other feature extraction technique on the two
datasets containing digits. The MDT outperforms our method on the Thai
character dataset. The direction of chain code technique obtains the worst
performance by far. This technique is more complicated and involves sev-
eral subtleties which requires adapting it to different datasets. Much better
results for MNIST have been reported in literature (above 99% accuracy),
but in those studies more training patterns were used (60,000 compared to
10,000 in our study). This dataset has a very large number of examples and
few classes, which makes pixel-based methods more effective. However, we
believe that by more fine-tuning, using more examples and better classifiers,
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Table 3: The Recognition Rates of the Different Methods on Bangla digit with an
SVM classifier.
Training Recognition rate (%)
data CAT HOT GPB BWS
10% 92.2 ± 0.9 88.0 ± 1.7 90.5 ± 1.3 88.1 ± 2.1
20% 94.3 ± 1.2 90.3 ± 1.4 93.6 ± 1.5 91.0 ± 2.2
30% 95.4 ± 0.9 91.8 ± 1.4 94.8 ± 1.2 93.5 ± 1.5
40% 95.9 ± 1.0 92.7 ± 1.2 95.9 ± 1.3 94.1 ± 0.9
90% 96.0 ± 0.8 92.7 ± 0.8 96.4 ± 0.9 94.7 ± 1.1
and combining multiple feature extraction techniques, we are able to obtain
similar performances.
3.6.2 Experiments with the SVM Algorithm
We have used 10-fold cross validation to evaluate the results of the hand-
written Bangla digit recognition methods including the pixel-based meth-
ods. The best values of the C and the γ parameters, which were found by
grid search, are chosen and used to train a model which is evaluated on the
test set. The result of this process is the mean accuracy and the standard
deviation (σ).
We used training set sizes of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 90%, respectively of 10,920
examples in total. The summary of results is given in Table 3. The recogni-
tion rate of GPB was quite low at 10% of the training set size for which it
obtained 90.5% accuracy. The CAT feature obtained 92.2% accuracy when
the dataset was decreased to 10%. The recognition rate of the CAT feature is
significantly higher than the GPB pixel-based method for this small amount
of training data. When all training examples are used, the best pixel-based
method is slightly more powerful than the best feature extraction technique,
although this difference is not statistically significant. The GPB obtains a
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Table 4: The Recognition Rates of The Unweighted Majority Vote for Combining
SVM Classifiers
Training Recognition rate (%)
data Best classifier UMV
10% 92.2 ± 0.9 93.5 ± 1.0
20% 94.3 ± 1.2 95.2 ± 1.0
30% 95.4 ± 0.9 96.0 ± 0.8
40% 95.9 ± 1.0 96.7 ± 0.9
90% 96.4 ± 0.9 96.8 ± 0.6
high accuracy of 96.4%. The results of the feature and the pixel-based meth-
ods for recognizing the Bangla digits are also shown in Fig. 34.
Furthermore, we used the unweighted majority vote method (UMV) de-
scribed by Moreno-Seco et al. (2006) to combine the outputs from the four
different SVM classifiers. The number of votes for each class is counted,
and the class with the majority is selected as the output of the ensemble.
A random method is used to choose between classes when they obtained
the same number of votes. The accuracy increased to 96.8% when UMV is
used. The results of UMV are shown in Table 4 and in Fig. 34. In both result
tables, the difference between the best method and the second best method
is only statistically significant with 10% of the training examples.
We were also interested in the computation time of training the SVM clas-
sifier. In this experiment, the used desktop computer is: Intel(R) Pentium(R)
D CPU 3.00GHz. The computation times of the different training schemes
are shown in Fig. 35. CAT is 13.5 times faster than GPB. We also measured
the operational time it costs on average to perform the necessary opera-
tions for each method (e.g., converting to 28 × 28, binarization, thinning,
feature extraction, and classification with the SVM). The BWS method is
the fastest one with 29 ms used to classify a handwritten character image.
The CAT and HOT methods require 37 ms and 35 ms, respectively. Finally,
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Figure 34: The recognition rates of feature extraction techniques and the major-
ity vote for combining SVM classifiers on the handwritten Bangla digit
dataset.
the slowest method is the GPB technique that consumes 73 ms to classify
an image.
3.7 Conclusions
The present study proposed a new technique for feature extraction, named
the hotspot technique. In this technique, the distance values between the
closest black pixels and the hotspots in each direction are used as represen-
tation for a character. There are two key parameters to be taken into account;
1) number of hotspots and 2) number of chain code directions. The HOT
was applied to digit datasets including MNIST and Bangla digit, and Thai
characters.
For the two datasets with few classes, namely the handwritten digit
datasets, Bangla and MNIST, in the first study the novel hotspot technique
significantly outperforms the other methods. However, the MDT outper-
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Figure 35: Results of the time (log(t)) needed for training the SVM classifier with
the different methods for computing features, where t is in seconds.
forms the HOT on the Thai character dataset that has much more classes
(65). Maybe the HOT needs more examples for this dataset, possibly be-
cause it is less robust to variances in the handwritten characters than the
MDT. Our results on multiple script datasets confirmed that the highest
average recognition rate is achieved when using the HOT technique.
Furthermore, we studied if feature extraction techniques can outperform
pixel-based methods for handwritten character recognition. We described
some advanced feature extraction techniques and evaluated the performance
on the handwritten Bangla digit dataset. The techniques that were used in-
clude CAT, HOT, GPB, and BWS, and the system used a support vector
machine as a classifier to yield high accuracies. The best feature extraction
technique CAT outperforms the best pixel-based method when the train-
ing dataset is not very large. When the training dataset size increases, the
best pixel-based method slightly outperforms this feature extraction tech-
nique. However, in terms of computation time the CAT feature extraction
technique outperforms the GPB pixel-based method, because the latter uses
all pixels of the handwritten image. Finally, The majority voting technique
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increased the performance of the handwritten character recognition system.
It obtained 96.8% accuracy with 90% of the training data.
Future Work
Several neural network architectures have obtained very high recognition
rates on the MNIST dataset and we are interested in finding the utility of
feature extraction techniques compared to the use of strong classifiers that
immediately work on pixel representations. Furthermore, keypoint meth-
ods have not deserved a lot of attention in handwriting recognition, and
we want to explore the use of adaptive keypoints to be more translation
invariant and also use generative models to maximize the probability of
generating the data.
On the other hand, we will concentrate on developing the novel feature
extraction techniques that obtain high accuracies on the Thai handwritten
datasets (character and digit), which is challenging because these characters





In this chapter we propose to use local gradient feature descriptors, namely
the scale invariant feature transform keypoint descriptor and the histogram
of oriented gradients, for handwritten character recognition. The local gra-
dient feature descriptors are used to extract feature vectors from the hand-
written images, which are then presented to a machine learning algorithm
to do the actual classification. As classifiers, the k-nearest neighbor and the
support vector machine algorithms are used. We have evaluated these fea-
ture descriptors and classifiers on three different language scripts, namely
Thai, Bangla, and Latin, consisting of both handwritten characters and dig-
its. The results show that the local gradient feature descriptors significantly
outperform directly using pixel intensities from the images. When the pro-
posed feature descriptors are combined with the support vector machine,
very high accuracies are obtained on the Thai handwritten datasets (charac-
ter and digit), the Latin handwritten datasets (character and digit), and the
Bangla handwritten digit dataset.
This chapter has previously been published in Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelli-
gence (2015)
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andwritten character recognition systems have several important
applications, such as zip-code recognition, writer identification
for e.g. forensic research, searching in historical manuscripts and
others. For such applications, the system should be able to recognize hand-
written characters written on many different kinds of documents, such as
contemporary or historical manuscripts. The aim is to let the system au-
tomatically extract and recognize the characters that are embedded in the
manuscript. The quality of the manuscript is one of the factors that can
improve the recognition accuracy (Gupta et al., 2011). It is essential to deal
with the different problems that occur in the manuscripts, such as distor-
tions in a character image and the background noise that can appear during
the scanning process. The aim of our work is to develop new algorithms
that can obtain a high recognition accuracy.
Obtaining high recognition accuracies on handwritten character datasets
is a challenging problem, for which many different solutions have been
proposed. Although on the standard MNIST dataset extremely high accura-
cies have been obtained (Meier et al., 2011), there are many other datasets
consisting of less examples and which can be considered more difficult.
These datasets are challenging due to different writing styles of the same
characters, different writing persons (with differences in age, gender, and
education), different writing devices, and difficulties due to background
noise that appears from the printer (Surinta et al., 2012).
In this chapter we emphasize the importance of the recognition of com-
plex handwritten Thai, Bangla, and Latin scripts, for which the handwritten
characters and digits are highly varying due to different shapes, strokes,
curls, and concavities (Mandal et al., 2011). Some samples of the hand-
written characters are shown in Fig. 36. Note that the handwritten images
shown in this chapter are resized to the same resolution for illustration
purposes. Due to the high variety, the direct use of pixel intensities may
not work very well, because there is sometimes little overlap between two
handwritten images displaying the same character. Therefore, in this chap-
ter we propose to use feature extraction techniques which are robust to local
displacements, but still provide discriminative feature vectors as represen-
tation of the handwritten characters. The feature extraction methods that
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we will make use of have also been extensively used for object recognition,
namely a descriptor that is inspired by the scale invariant feature transform
(SIFT) as proposed by Lowe (2004) and the histogram of oriented gradients
(HOG) (Dalal and Triggs, 2005). This chapter shows that the use of these
local gradient feature descriptors to extract features from handwritten char-
acters and digits leads to a very well performing system. High recognition
performances are obtained on the challenging handwritten datasets even
with a simple classifier such as the k-nearest neighbor method, and very




Figure 36: Some examples of the Thai, Bangla and Latin handwritten scripts as
shown in the first, second, and third row, respectively. Sample of (a)
handwritten characters and (b) handwritten digits.
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Related Work
In previous studies, the raw image (IMG) method, which directly copies
the intensities of the pixels of the ink trace (Surinta et al., 2013), has often
been used as the feature extraction method. It extracts a high dimensional
feature vector that depends on the size of the input image.
In recent years, deep learning architectures (Hinton et al., 2006; Schmid-
huber, 2015) have been effectively used for handwritten digit recognition.
Most of the studies have focused on the benchmark MNIST dataset (LeCun
and Cortes, 1998) and achieved high accuracies such as higher than 98 or
99 percent. The MNIST dataset consists of isolated handwritten digits with
size of 28 × 28 pixel resolution and contains 60,000 training images and
10,000 test images. In (Hinton et al., 2006), a greedy training algorithm is
proposed for constructing a multilayer network architecture which relies
on the restricted Boltzmann machine, called deep belief networks (DBN).
The performance obtained from the DBN with three hidden layers (500-
500-2,000 hidden units) on the MNIST dataset was 98.75%. This accuracy
is higher than obtained with a multi-layer perceptron and a support vector
machine (SVM).
Furthermore, the convolutional neural network (CNN) (LeCun et al., 1998)
is used as a feature extraction and classification technique, and the accu-
racy obtained is 99.47% (Jarrett et al., 2009). In another CNN-based method
(Cires¸an et al., 2011), the committee technique is proposed. Here multiple
CNNs are combined in an ensemble, for which different CNNs are trained
on different pixel resolutions of the images. The images in the dataset are
rescaled from 28 × 28 (N × N) to N = 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 pixel res-
olutions. Then, 7-net committees are used. This method obtained the high
accuracy of 99.73% on MNIST. However, a single CNN in their work is
reported to take approximately 1 to 6 hours for training on a graphics pro-
cessing unit (GPU) and the 7-net committees are seven times slower than a
single CNN. The best technique for the MNIST dataset uses an ensemble of
35-net committees (Cires¸an et al., 2012). This technique obtained the very
high accuracy of 99.77%. Although such high recognition performances are
sometimes achieved, these methods require large training sets and long
training times to make the recognition system work well.
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For handwritten Bangla digit recognition, Liu and Suen (2009) proposed
to use the local gradient directions of local strokes, called the gradient di-
rection histogram feature. The feature vectors are extracted from an image
and then given to a classifier. The recognition performance of the best clas-
sifier is 99.40% on the the ISI Bangla numerals dataset (Chaudhuri, 2006)
which contains 19,329 training images and 4,000 test images. Compared to
the MNIST dataset, the ISI Bangla numerals dataset is more difficult due to
background noise and more different types of handwriting.
In our research, we are interested in novel methods that obtain high recog-
nition accuracies without the availability of many training examples, and
which also do not require a huge amount of training time or high perfor-
mance computing algorithms.
Contributions
This chapter first of all provides a new standard Thai handwritten charac-
ter dataset for comparison of feature extraction techniques and methods.
In this chapter we will make use of three complex datasets in total, namely
Bangla, Thai, and Latin, for which very high recognition accuracies have not
been obtained before. This is due to the difficult problems of the Thai and
the Bangla handwritten scripts such as the complex structural characteris-
tics of the characters, the similarities between the character sets (see Fig.
43a and Fig. 43b), the similar structures between different characters (see
Fig. 39), and the background noise (see Fig. 43c). These factors negatively
affect the performance of a handwritten character recognition system.
To address the problems mentioned, two local gradient feature descrip-
tors that extract feature vectors from the challenging handwritten character
images are proposed, namely the scale invariant feature transform keypoint
descriptor (Lowe, 2004) and the histogram of oriented gradients (Dalal and
Triggs, 2005). The feature descriptors compute feature vectors with image
filters such as the Sobel filter and the Gaussian filter. Subsequently, the
orientations within each region are calculated and weighted into an orien-
tation histogram. Because these feature descriptors are invariant to small
local displacements, the descriptors provide robust feature vectors.
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These feature extraction methods extract features, which are then used
as input for a classifier. In this chapter, we experimented with two different
classifiers: a k-nearest neighbor classifier and a support vector machine, so
that we can also compare performance differences between these machine
learning methods. We evaluate the methods on the three handwritten char-
acter scripts: Thai, Bangla, and Latin, for which we use both the handwrit-
ten characters and the handwritten digits. To show the importance of using
the proposed local gradient feature descriptors, we have compared them
to a method that directly uses pixel intensities of the handwritten images
(called the IMG method). The results show that the feature descriptors with
the support vector machine obtain very high recognition performances on
the datasets, whereas the use of the IMG method performs much worse.
4.1 Local Gradient Feature Descriptors
To study the effectiveness of local gradient feature descriptors for handwrit-
ten character recognition, we compare two existing feature extraction tech-
niques, namely the histogram of oriented gradients and the scale invariant
feature transform keypoint descriptor. Moreover, these local gradient fea-
ture descriptors are compared to the IMG method. The IMG method uses
the raw pixel intensities of the handwritten images and is a simple and
widely used method. In this study, the handwritten images are resized to
two pixel resolutions: 28 × 28 and 36 × 36, so that for the IMG method 784
and 1,296 feature values are computed, respectively.
4.1.1 Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
The HOG descriptor was first introduced in (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) for de-
tecting a human body in an image. It has become very successful in diverse
domains such as face, pedestrian, and on-road vehicle detection (Déniz
et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2013; Arróspide et al., 2013). The HOG descriptor
is originally defined as the distribution of the local intensity gradients from
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an image, which are computed from small connected regions (“cells”). We
will now present the details of the HOG image descriptor.
The HOG feature vector is computed from the image using gradient de-
tectors. In this chapter, each pixel is convolved with the simple convolution
kernel as follows:
Gx = I(x+ 1,y) − I(x− 1,y)
Gy = I(x,y+ 1) − I(x,y− 1)
(15)
where I(x,y) is the pixel intensity at location x,y in the input image. Gx
and Gy are the horizontal and vertical components of the gradients, respec-
tively. In our experiments, the HOG descriptor is calculated over rectangu-
lar blocks (R-HOG) with non-overlapping blocks.
To ignore negative gradient directions, the range of gradient orientations
are defined between 0◦ and 180◦ (Dalal and Triggs, 2005; Arróspide et al.,











After this, histograms are computed from the occurrences of oriented
gradients across large structures (“blocks”) of the image as shown in Fig. 37.
The gradient orientations are stored into 9 orientation bins β.
The combination of the histograms from each block represents the fea-
ture descriptor. The feature vector size of the HOG descriptor depends on
the selected numbers of blocks and bins. It has been shown that the per-
formance of the HOG descriptor depends mostly on the number of blocks
(Déniz et al., 2011).
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Figure 37: Example of the rectangular HOG descriptor. The third image shows the
gradient magnitude image after applying the simple convolution kernel
to the second image. The fourth image shows the partitioning of the
image into 6 × 6 non-overlapping blocks. Here, each block provides
a separate angular histogram for the gradient orientations, which are
afterwards concatenated and normalized.
Finally, the feature descriptors are normalized by applying the L2 block






where Vk is the combined histogram from all block regions, ε is a small
value close to zero and V ′k is the normalized HOG descriptor feature vector.
4.1.2 Scale Invariant Feature Transform Descriptor (siftD)
The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptor was described in
(Lowe, 2004) and is quite similar to the HOG descriptor, but there are some
important differences as well, which we will explain later. The siftD com-
putes 128 dimensional feature vectors for each keypoint (Sun et al., 2014).
The detected keypoints in the standard SIFT algorithm are computed so
that they are invariant to different translations, scales, rotations and they
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are also robust to other local geometric distortions. Additionally, for each
keypoint a translation, scale and orientation value are computed. The SIFT
method is widely used in object, scene and face recognition (Abdullah et al.,
2009; Seo and Park, 2014).
To extract feature vectors from images, the standard SIFT algorithm de-
tects keypoints that correspond to the local extrema of the Difference of
Gaussians (DoG) function applied to the image with different scales. The
problem of the standard SIFT algorithm is that in processing a character
image, the number of detected keypoints will be variable. Therefore, the
feature vectors are of variable size and different methods to handle this
such as visual codebooks need to be used. However, the character images
are well defined and well segmented. Therefore, in this study, we only use
the 128-dimensional descriptor, at the given locations, e.g. the center of a
character box (see Fig. 38). In order to determine whether this provides
a sufficient resolution, additional experiments with more predefined key-
point centers will be performed, yielding higher-dimensional siftD feature
vectors.
Figure 38: Overview of the SIFT descriptor. The illustration shows a character and
one main region. The region is divided into 4 × 4 subregions (only 2× 2
are shown). One subregion subsequently provides a descriptor which
is represented as 8 orientation bins as shown on the right, yielding a
128-dimensional feature vector (dubbed siftD, here).
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The siftD performs the following steps to extract the features from a hand-
written character image. First, the input image is smoothed by a convolu-
tion with a variable-scale Gaussian kernel:
L(x,y,σ) = G(x,y,σ) ∗ I(x,y) (18)
where I(x,y) is the pixel intensity at location x,y in the input image and
G(x,y,σ) is the Gaussian kernel. The parameter σ determines the width of
the Gaussian kernel and is set to 0.8 in our experiments. Then, the hori-
zontal and vertical components of the gradients Gx and Gy are computed
according to Eq. 19. Afterwards, the magnitude M(x,y) and orientation
θ(x,y) for each Gaussian smoothed image pixel are computed according to
Eq. 16.
Gx = L(x+ 1,y,σ) − L(x− 1,y,σ)
Gy = L(x,y+ 1,σ) − L(x,y− 1,σ)
(19)
The main image is split into 4× 4 subregions (blocks) and then for each
block an orientation histogram is made. The orientation histogram uses 8
bins which cover 360 degrees, which results in 128 dimensions for the fea-
ture vector if one main region (consisting of 4× 4 subregions) is used. The
orientation histogram is weighted by gradient magnitudes and a Gaussian-
weighted circular window (Lowe, 2004).
It should be noted that the proposed use of siftD is somewhat similar to
the HOG method, which is also orientation based. However, there are still
a number of differences:
1. The HOG descriptor uses absolute angles between 0 and 180 degrees
and siftD uses all angles between 0 and 360 degrees.
2. In HOG all pixels are weighted equally in the rectangular blocks
whereas in the siftD the influence of local gradients of different pixels
is computed by weighting the distance of the pixel to the keypoint
(center of the region).
3. siftD uses a Gaussian filter before extracting the gradient orientations
and magnitudes.
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4.2 Handwritten Character Datasets
We evaluate the different handwritten character recognition methods on
three isolated handwritten script datasets belonging to three languages
(Thai, Bangla, and Latin), all of which are composed of handwritten char-
acters and digits. The original handwritten scripts in the datasets are not
normalized to a fixed-size image and therefore are in numerous pixel space
resolutions. Furthermore, we have manually collected a new Thai handwrit-
ten script dataset that contains 24,045 character images in total from various
writers. The details of the Thai handwritten dataset are described in Section
4.2.1.
In order to prepare the handwritten character images, a few simple pre-
processing steps are applied. The handwritten images are first converted
from the color image format into a gray-scale image. Subsequently, the sam-
ple images are normalized into 28 × 28 and 36 × 36 pixel resolution with
aspect ratios preserved. The experiments on the different pixel resolutions
of the handwritten images are described in Section 4.3.
4.2.1 Thai Handwritten Dataset
The number of Thai consonants is not uniquely defined (Phokharatkul and
Kimpan, 2002), because some characters are outdated. In this research, the
Thai handwritten dataset is collected according to the standard Thai script
consisting of 78 characters. On the other hand, Nopsuwanchai et al. (2006)
presented a ThaiCAM database that contains a different Thai script of 87
characters. This script includes some extra obsolete characters and special
symbols, which are not essential for writing. Generally, the writing style
of several Thai characters is very similar, but there are some differences in
some details such as head, loop, curl, and concavity as shown in Fig. 39.
Some character recognition systems use local features to extract informa-
tion of the characters (Phokharatkul et al., 2007). However, some important
details can disappear because of the writing styles. Various writing styles
of Thai handwritten characters are illustrated in Fig. 40.
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The performances obtained with previous approaches have not reached
very high recognition rates. Nopsuwanchai et al. (2006) proposed block-
based principal component analysis and composite images and used a hid-
den Markov model (HMM) as a classification technique. They obtained
92.03% accuracy on the ThaiCAM database. Some hybrid techniques of
heuristic rules and neural networks are employed in (Mitrpanont and Im-
prasert, 2011). The performance obtained from this approach on the Thai
handwritten character dataset was 92.78%.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 39: Illustration of the relation between different Thai characters. In (a) and
(b), the second character is constructed by slightly changing the first
(different) character. In (c) and (d) the third is created by a modification
of the second character, which is a modification of the first character.
We collected a new Thai handwritten script dataset from 150 native writ-
ers who studied in the university and are aged from 20 to 23 years old. They
used a 0.7 mm ink pen writing Thai scripts consisting of consonants, vowels,
tones, and symbols on a prepared A4 form. The participants were allowed
to write only the isolated Thai script on the form and at least 100 samples
per character. We allowed writers to write in various styles without pres-
sure. However, the character images obtained from this dataset generally
have no background noise. Moreover, the forms were scanned at a resolu-
tion of 200 dots per inch and stored as color images. Finally, we have used
an uncomplicated line and character segmentation method based on the
horizontal and vertical projection profile (Surinta and Chamchong, 2008)
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to separate and crop the isolated characters. The Thai handwritten dataset
used in the experiments is a subset from a very large set. The dataset is avail-
able from http://www.ai.rug.nl/~mrolarik/THI/ for research purposes.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 40: Illustration of the diversity in the writing styles of the Thai handwritten
dataset. (a), (b) and (c) show samples of Thai handwritten characters
and (d), (e) and (f) show samples of Thai handwritten digits.
Thai Handwritten Character Dataset (THI-C68)
This dataset consists of 13,130 training samples and 1,360 test samples ran-
domly selected from the main dataset. Sample images of the dataset are
illustrated in Fig. 41a. In this research, we have selected the standard Thai
script of 68 Thai characters, which are composed of 44 consonants, 17 vow-
els, 4 tones, and 3 symbols.
Thai Handwritten Digit Dataset (THI-D10)
This dataset has 9,555 samples including 8,055 training samples and 1,500
test samples. The total number of samples in each class is larger than 900.
Sample characters of this dataset are shown in Fig. 41b.
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(a) THI-C68 (b) THI-D10
Figure 41: Illustration of the Thai handwritten images. (a) Thai handwritten char-
acters, and (b) Thai handwritten digits.
4.2.2 Bangla Handwritten Dataset
Bangla (or Bengali) is the second most popular language in India and
Bangladesh and the fifth most used language around the globe (Pal et al.,
2007). The Bangla basic script consists of 11 vowels and 39 consonants
(Bhowmik et al., 2009; Das et al., 2010). This chapter deals with recogni-
tion of handwritten characters of 45 classes and handwritten digits of 10
classes from different writers. The Bangla handwritten dataset (Bhowmik
et al., 2009) in this study has a large diversity of writing styles as shown in
Fig. 42 and some characters are nearly identical with other characters. The
dataset contains different kinds of backgrounds, some of which are clear,
but most are quite noisy. Finally, it contains a variety of pixel space reso-
lutions. Hence, it is much more challenging than the well-known MNIST
dataset (LeCun and Cortes, 1998). Fig. 43a and Fig. 43b show the similari-
ties between two different handwritten digits and Fig. 43c illustrates some
examples of the noisy background.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 42: The variety in writing styles of the Bangla handwritten dataset. (a), (b),
and (c) Samples of Bangla characters. (d), (e), and (f) Some samples of
Bangla digits.
(a) Bangla digits, number 1 (b) Bangla digits, number 2
(c) Noisy backgrounds
Figure 43: Illustration of the similarities between different Bangla handwritten dig-
its and the noisy background which appears in the Bangla handwrit-
ten dataset. (a), (b) Similarities of Bangla digits between number 1 and
number 2, respectively. (c) Bangla characters with various noisy back-
grounds.
Bangla Handwritten Character Dataset (BANG-C45)
The Bangla basic character set includes 45 classes and contains 4,627 charac-
ter images in the training set and 900 examples in the test set. In this dataset
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the number of character images per class is around 100. Additionally, the
characters in the dataset are in gray-scale format, and some of them have
a noisy background. Some samples of the Bangla handwritten character
dataset are shown in Fig. 44a.
Bangla Handwritten Digit Dataset (BANG-D10)
The set of Bangla digits consists of 9,161 instances in the training set and
1,500 instances in the test set. We randomly selected 150 character images
per class as a test set. Some examples of this dataset are shown in Fig. 44b.
(a) BANG-C45 (b) BANG-D10
Figure 44: Some examples of the Bangla handwritten dataset. (a) Bangla handwrit-
ten characters, and (b) Bangla handwritten digits.
4.2.3 Latin Handwritten Dataset
The benchmark dataset for Latin handwritten character recognition is pro-
vided by der Maaten (2009). The original images were collected by Schomaker
and Vuurpijl (2000) for forensic writer identification and was named the
Firemaker dataset. The handwritten text was written in Dutch script by 251
writers. It has 40,133 handwritten images and consists of uppercase charac-
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ters and digits. In this dataset the capital letters are collected except for the
‘X’ letter. The Latin handwritten characters, called LATIN-C25, consist of
26,329 training samples and 11,287 test samples. The set of digits (LATIN-
D10), which has less character images, consists of 1,637 training samples
and 880 test samples. Sample images of the Latin handwritten dataset are
illustrated in Fig. 45.
An overview of the handwritten datasets is given in Table 5. The training
set is used for 10-fold cross validation, splitting it according to the 9/1 rule.
The test set is an independent hold-out set for an additional final evaluation.
(a) LATIN-C25 (b) LATIN-D10
Figure 45: Some examples of the Latin handwritten dataset. (a) Latin handwritten
characters, and (b) Latin handwritten digits.
4.3 Experimental Results
We have compared the IMG method which directly uses pixel intensities to
the two local gradient feature descriptors, namely the HOG descriptor and
the siftD. The datasets are composed of isolated handwritten characters and
digits. The handwritten images are converted to gray-scale and normalized
to a fixed-size image. There are two pixel space resolutions which are used
in these experiments: 28 × 28 and 36 × 36 pixel spaces.
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Table 5: Overview of the handwritten datasets.
Dataset No. of Classes Train Test
THI-C68 68 13,130 1,360
THI-D10 10 8,055 1,500
BANG-C45 45 4,627 900
BANG-D10 10 9,161 1,500
LATIN-C25 25 26,329 11,287
LATIN-D10 10 1,637 880
In these experiments, we are using the recognition rate (accuracy) as our
evaluation metric to measure the performance of each feature descriptor.
For the experiments with kNN, the parameter k is selected from 1, 3, 5, and
7. For the SVM algorithm, grid-search with a logarithmic scale (Ben-Hur
and Weston, 2010) is used to explore the two-dimensional parameter space
of the SVM with the RBF kernel. Through grid-search the best combination
of two parameters, C and γ, is then selected to create the model of the
handwritten recognition systems. We use K-fold cross validation (cv) over
the training set to prevent overfitting due to large γ and C parameter values.
In this study, we use K-fold cross validation with K = 10 for both classifiers.
4.3.1 Experiments with the HOG Descriptor
We evaluated the performance of the HOG descriptor using several param-
eters. The parameters of the HOG descriptor include the block size b1× b2,
the cell size η1× η2 and the number of orientation bins. The cell size param-
eters are defined as a square (η1 = η2). In our experiments we evaluate the
use of 9 and 18 orientation bins. In our results, the orientation histogram
with 9 bins slightly outperforms 18 bins. Furthermore, several block sizes
are evaluated including b = 3, 4, 6, 7, and 9, respectively. The tested param-
eters of the HOG descriptor are illustrated in Table 6.
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Table 6: Summary of the HOG descriptor parameters used in the experiments.
Block Cell Orientation Pixel Feature
size b size η bins β space p dimension N
3×3 12×12 9 36×36 81
4×4 7×7 9 28×28 144
6× 6 6× 6 9 36× 36 324
7×7 4×4 9 28×28 441
9×9 4×4 9 36×36 729
The experimental results of the HOG descriptor on the handwritten datasets
using the different numbers of feature dimensions (N = 81, 144, 324, 441,
and 729) are shown in Fig. 46. We evaluated the HOG descriptor on three
handwritten character datasets including Thai (THI-C68 and THI-D10), Bangla
(BANG-C45 and BANG-D10), and Latin (LATIN-C25 and LATIN-D10). Fig.
46a shows the performance of the HOG descriptor using kNN with k = 5,
and Fig. 46b using the SVM with the RBF kernel for which standard values
are used in this experiment (C = 1 and γ = 1/N).
The results show that the HOG descriptor provides the highest recogni-
tion accuracies when the feature vector uses 324 dimensions. The perfor-
mance is decreased slightly when the feature dimension is increased. In the
following experiments, the HOG descriptor uses N = 324 features, given by
blocks of size 6× 6 in the handwritten character images of size 36 × 36 with
orientation histograms consisting of 9 bins (6 × 6 × 9 = 324).
4.3.2 Experiments with the SIFT Keypoint Descriptor
For the SIFT keypoint descriptor experiments we evaluated the parameters
of siftD. These are the pixel space, the number of keypoints, and the re-
gion size. The pixel space resolutions used in this experiments are 28× 28
and 36× 36 in pixel space. As mentioned before, in order to simplify the
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Figure 46: A comparison of the performance (%) of the HOG descriptor on the
handwritten datasets using different numbers of features. The experi-
ments use (a) kNN with k = 5 and (b) SVM with the RBF kernel. Here
the RBF kernel parameters of the SVM algorithm are defined as C = 1
and γ = 1/N.
keypoint detection process, we divided the handwritten character image
into small blocks (b× b blocks) and defined each center of a block as the
keypoint. The evaluated siftD parameters are shown in Table 7.
In these experiments, the number of keypoints is an important factor for
obtaining the highest recognition accuracy. We tried out several keypoint
numbers: 1 (1×1), 4 (2×2), 9 (3×3), and 16 (4×4). The feature dimensionality
is associated with the number of keypoints.
It is important to emphasize that a high dimensionality of the input vec-
tor can decrease the recognition performance. Furthermore, the high di-
mensionality can make the system slow and causes a lot of memory usage
during the training process. The results are overall best with 1 keypoint, the
only better result obtained with 4 keypoints of siftD (128 × 4 = 512 features)
is with the kNN classifier for the Bangla character dataset as shown in Fig.
47a and Fig. 47b. It is quite remarkable that the kNN and the SVM using
siftD with one keypoint (128 features) performs so well as shown in Fig. 47.
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Table 7: Summary of the siftD parameters used in the experiments.
Pixel space Keypoints Region size Feature dimension
28×28
1 (1×1) 28×28 128
4 (2×2) 14×14 512
9 (3×3) 9×9 1,152
16 (4×4) 7×7 2,048
36×36
1(1× 1) 36× 36 128
4 (2×2) 18×18 512
9 (3×3) 12×12 1,152
16 (4×4) 9×9 2,048
4.3.3 Comparison of HOG and siftD to Pixel Intensities
We compared the IMG method to the local gradient feature descriptors
on the challenging handwritten script datasets by using the kNN and the
SVM as classifiers. The best feature descriptor parameter values from the
previous experiments are selected. In contrast to the experiments before,
here we have optimized the hyper-parameters of the classifiers. The best
parameters found for these experiments are shown in Table 8.
The accuracy results of the kNN and the SVM with the RBF kernel are
shown in Table 9 and Table 10. The accuracy results of kNN are shown in
Table 9. The kNN algorithm is selected in this chapter, because we found it
interesting to observe the performances obtained with a robust feature de-
scriptor and a simple classifier. The performance of the kNN reaches above
95%, except on BANG-C45 using both feature descriptors. The experiments
show that while the HOG descriptor performs better on the Latin handwrit-
ten dataset with the kNN, siftD is more powerful than the HOG descriptor
on the other datasets (see Table 9). Most importantly, however, is that the
results obtained with the proposed local gradient feature descriptors are
much better than those obtained with the direct use of pixel intensities.
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Figure 47: A comparison of the performance (%) of siftD on the handwritten char-
acter datasets using different numbers of features and pixel resolutions.
The pixel resolutions of the handwritten images are (left column) 28×28
and (right column) 36×36 pixels. The experiments (a), (b) use kNN with
k = 3 and (c), (d) SVM with the RBF kernel. The RBF kernel parameters
of the SVM algorithm are defined as C = 1 and γ = 1/N.
We also compared these results with the kNN classifier to previous results
obtained on the handwritten Bangla digit dataset. In (Surinta et al., 2013),
the authors presented the unweighted majority voting method (UMV), which
combines different SVM classifiers with the RBF kernel trained on different
extracted features. This more complex ensemble method obtained 96.8%.
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Table 8: The best training parameter values for the SVM with the RBF kernel and
for the kNN algorithm.
Datasets
IMG HOG siftD IMG HOG siftD
SVM with RBF kernel kNN
C γ C γ C γ k
THI-C68 22 2−9 22 2−6 22 2−5 1 3 3
THI-D10 22 2−9 22 2−6 22 2−5 3 3 3
BANG-C45 22 2−10 22 2−6 24 2−7 5 5 5
BANG-D10 21 2−9 21 2−6 22 2−5 3 5 5
LATIN-C25 20 2−9 22 2−7 24 2−5 1 5 3
LATIN-D10 20 2−9 23 2−7 24 2−6 5 5 3
Our current results show that the HOG descriptor and siftD obtain 97.11%
and 97.35%, respectively. Because the HOG descriptor and siftD with the
kNN method provide higher accuracies than the more complex method
used in (Surinta et al., 2013), these results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed local gradient feature descriptors.
We show the obtained results with the SVM classifier with the RBF ker-
nel on the handwritten character datasets in Table 10. It can be seen from
Table 10 that siftD is the best feature descriptor in our experiments on the
three handwritten character datasets. The SVM with the RBF kernel out-
performs the kNN with around 1% to 11% accuracy improvement. On the
BANG-C45 dataset, the SVM with the RBF kernel increased the recognition
performance with about 11% compared to the kNN classifier.
To summarize the results: the siftD and HOG feature descriptors strongly
outperform the direct use of pixel intensities. Even with much less fea-
tures (siftD computes 128 features for all datasets except for BANG-C45),
very good results are obtained. Furthermore, the results demonstrate that
the SVM significantly outperforms the kNN classifier. Finally, we want to
mention that the SVM with the siftD method obtains very high recogni-
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Table 9: The accuracy (%) and the standard deviation of the kNN classifier obtained
with cross validation and on separate test sets. The results are computed
using three handwritten character datasets.
Datasets
IMG (%) HOG (%) siftD (%)
10-cv Test 10-cv Test 10-cv Test
THI-C68 93.55 ± 0.46 82.87 95.83 ± 0.76 88.31 97.73 ± 0.44 91.91
THI-D10 93.52 ± 0.76 86.47 97.23 ± 0.51 93.73 97.97 ± 0.50 97.83
BANG-C45 53.17 ± 1.96 46.11 72.40 ± 1.90 69.00 74.50 ± 1.71 69.67
BANG-D10 91.05 ± 0.53 89.87 97.11 ± 0.44 95.60 97.35 ± 0.74 96.07
LATIN-C25 88.00 ± 0.96 90.54 95.40 ± 0.51 95.17 95.01 ± 0.62 96.12
LATIN-D10 91.76 ± 1.82 96.25 97.79 ± 1.20 95.11 96.46 ± 1.25 96.48
tion accuracies. On most datasets, cross validation accuracies around 99%
are obtained. However, on the Bangla character dataset the performance
of the HOG descriptor and siftD are much lower compared to the other
datasets. This might be because of the image quality, the huge diversity in
writing styles, the similarities between different characters, arbitrary used
tail strokes which makes the definition of the bounding box around the
characters harder, a high cursivity, and an insufficient number of handwrit-
ten training samples.
4.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of local gradient fea-
ture descriptors for handwritten character recognition. The selected local
gradient feature descriptors are siftD and HOG that extract the orientation
histograms from the handwritten character gray-scale images. Only simple
preprocessing schemes such as rescaling the image by preserving the aspect
ratio and converting it from color to gray-scale were applied. We evaluated
two machine learning techniques with the feature description methods on
three different handwritten character datasets: Thai, Bangla, and Latin. The
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Table 10: The SVM accuracy (%) and the standard deviation of handwritten char-
acter recognition experiments on the handwritten character datasets.
Datasets
IMG (%) HOG (%) siftD (%)
10-cv Test 10-cv Test 10-cv Test
THI-C68 95.33 ± 0.08 90.59 98.42 ± 0.03 94.34 98.93 ± 0.03 94.34
THI-D10 94.88 ± 0.09 88.53 98.58 ± 0.05 97.20 99.07 ± 0.03 97.87
BANG-C45 63.25 ± 0.28 60.00 84.01 ± 0.33 82.78 85.60 ± 0.18 85.00
BANG-D10 95.10 ± 0.09 94.87 98.73 ± 0.03 98.07 98.91 ± 0.03 98.53
LATIN-C25 96.28 ± 0.03 95.94 97.79 ± 0.04 98.25 98.23 ± 0.04 98.32
LATIN-D10 98.04 ± 0.12 96.36 98.10 ± 0.17 97.73 98.58 ± 0.09 98.30
results show that the local gradient feature descriptors that convert the
handwritten images to feature vectors are strong feature descriptors for
handwritten character recognition problems. The siftD and the HOG de-
scriptor give the best performances and significantly outperform the IMG
method that directly uses pixel intensities (see Tables 9 and 10). Interest-
ingly, siftD with only one keypoint (128 feature dimensions) outperforms
the HOG descriptor (324 feature dimensions). The kNN and the SVM clas-
sifier have been compared, and the results show that the SVM significantly
outperforms the kNN classifier.
Our present results outperform the previous results reported by other
investigators. However, it is quite difficult to compare the results since all
three datasets that we used in this chapter were not used in their works.
In one related paper (Nopsuwanchai et al., 2006), their method obtained
92.03% on the ThaiCAM database. In another paper (Mitrpanont and Im-
prasert, 2011), their method obtained 92.78% on the Thai handwritten char-
acter dataset. Our best method obtains 94.34% on the test set and 98.93%
with cross validation on the THI-C68 dataset and 97.87% on the test set and
99.07% with cross validation on the THI-D10 dataset. So our best method
outperforms methods from previous works on the Thai handwritten char-
acter dataset.
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Future work
We will focus on improvements of the handwritten character recognition
performance on the Bangla character dataset. For this, we will study other
feature descriptors which could even be more efficient and robust to the
variation of the writing styles in this dataset and which can handle a small
number of training examples.
5LOCAL FEATURE DESCRIPTORS AND
BAGS OF VISUAL WORDS
In this chapter we propose the use of several feature extraction methods,
which have been shown before to perform well for object recognition, for
recognizing handwritten characters. These methods are the histogram of
oriented gradients (HOG), a bag of visual words using pixel intensity in-
formation (BOW), and a bag of visual words using extracted HOG features
(HOG-BOW). These feature extraction algorithms are compared to other
well-known techniques: principal component analysis, the discrete cosine
transform, and the direct use of pixel intensities. The extracted features are
given to three different types of support vector machines for classification,
namely a linear SVM, an SVM with the RBF kernel, and a linear SVM using
L2-regularization. We have evaluated the six different feature descriptors
and three SVM classifiers on three different handwritten character datasets:
Bangla, Odia, and MNIST. The results show that the HOG-BOW, BOW, and
HOG method significantly outperform the other methods. The HOG-BOW
method performs best with the L2-regularized SVM and obtains very high
recognition accuracies on all three datasets.
This chapter has previously been published in Proceedings of the International Conference on
Engineering Applications of Neural Networks (EANN2015)
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W
e propose the use of several feature descriptors for handwritten
character recognition. Obtaining high accuracies on handwritten
character datasets can be difficult due to several factors such as
background noise, many different types of handwriting, and an insufficient
amount of training examples. Our motivation for this study is to obtain high
recognition accuracies for different datasets even when there are not many
examples in these datasets. There are currently many character recognition
systems which have been tested on the standard benchmark MNIST dataset
(LeCun and Cortes, 1998). MNIST consists of isolated handwritten digits
with a size of 28× 28 pixels and contains 60,000 training images and 10,000
test images. Compared to other handwritten datasets such as the Bangla
and Odia character datasets, MNIST is simpler as it contains much more
training examples, the diversity of handwritten digits is smaller in MNIST,
and the number of digits is much smaller than the number of characters in
the Odia and Bangla datasets. Therefore it is not surprising that since the
construction of the MNIST dataset a lot of progress on the best test accuracy
has been made.
Currently the best approaches for MNIST make use of deep neural net-
work architectures (Schmidhuber, 2015). The deep belief network (DBN)
(Hinton et al., 2006) has been investigated for MNIST in (Hinton et al.,
2006), where different restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) are stacked
on top of each other to construct a DBN architecture. Three hidden layers
are used where the sizes of each layer are 500, 500, and 2,000 hidden units,
respectively. The recognition performance with this method is 98.65% on
the MNIST dataset.
In (Meier et al., 2011), a committee of simple neural networks is pro-
posed for the MNIST dataset, where three different committee types com-
prising majority, average and median committees are combined. Further-
more, deslanted training images are created by using principal component
analysis (PCA) and the elastic deformations are used to create even more
training examples. The trained 9-net committees obtained 99.61% accuracy
on MNIST. This work has been extended in (Cires¸an et al., 2012) where 35
convolutional neural networks are trained and combined using a commit-
tee. This approach has obtained an accuracy of on average 99.77%, which
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is the best performance on MNIST so far. This technique, however, requires
a lot of training data and also takes a huge amount of time for training for
which the use of GPUs is mandatory.
Although currently many deep learning architectures are used in the com-
puter vision and machine learning community, in (Coates et al., 2011b) an
older method from computer vision, namely the bag of visual words ap-
proach (Csurka et al., 2004) was used on the CIFAR-10 dataset and ob-
tained a high recognition accuracy of 79.6%. This simpler method requires
much less parameter tuning and much less computational time for training
the models compared to deep learning architectures. Also many other fea-
ture extraction techniques have been used for different image recognition
problems, such as principal component analysis (PCA) (Deepu et al., 2004),
restricted Boltzmann machines (Karaaba et al., 2014), and auto-encoders
(Hinton and Zemel, 1994).
The cleanliness of MNIST and lack of variation may make MNIST a
bad reference for selecting feature extractor techniques that are suitable for
Asian scripts. Different feature extraction methods have been used for the
Bangla and Odia handwritten character datasets. In (Hossain et al., 2011),
the celled projection method is proposed. The recognition performance ob-
tained on the Bangla digit dataset was 94.12%. In (Surinta et al., 2013), the
image pixel-based method (IMG) which uses directly the intensities of pix-
els of the ink trace is used. The IMG is shown to be a quite powerful method
(Surinta et al., 2013) when the training set size is increased and obtained a
recognition accuracy of 96.4% on the Bangla digit dataset.
The use of local gradient feature descriptors has been investigated for
three different handwritten datasets (Thai, Bangla, and Latin) in (Surinta
et al., 2015b). High accuracies are obtained on the Thai handwritten datasets
(character and digit), the Latin handwritten datasets (character and digit),
and on the Bangla handwritten digit dataset, when the feature descriptors
are combined with a support vector machine (SVM) (Vapnik, 1998).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 48: Illustration of the handwritten character datasets. (a) Some examples of
Bangla and (b) Odia handwritten characters and (c) MNIST handwritten
digits.
Contributions
In this chapter, we propose the use of histograms of oriented gradients
(HOG), bags of visual words using pixel intensities (BOW), and bags of
visual words using HOG (HOG-BOW) for recognizing handwritten charac-
ters. These methods are compared to the direct use of pixel intensities, the
discrete cosine transform (DCT), and PCA on three datasets, namely Bangla,
Odia, andMNIST, shown in Fig. 48. There are some challenges in the Bangla
and Odia character datasets, such as the writing styles (e.g., heavy cursivity
and arbitrary tail strokes), as shown in Fig. 49, similar structures of different
characters, background noise, and a lack of a large amount of handwritten
character samples. We have evaluated the six feature extraction techniques
with three types of SVM (Vapnik, 1998) as a classifier, namely a linear SVM,
an SVM with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel, and a linear SVM with
L2-norm regularization (L2-SVM).
The results show that the HOG-BOW method obtains the highest accu-
racies on the three handwritten datasets. Also the HOG and BOW feature
descriptors work much better than the more traditional techniques such as
PCA, DCT, and the direct use of pixel intensities. The results also show
a very high performance of HOG-BOW with the L2-SVM on the MNIST
dataset. Its recognition performance is 99.43% without the use of elastic
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distortions to increase the dataset, without the use of ensemble learning
techniques, and without the need for a large amount of training time.
(a) (b)
Figure 49: Illustration of the Bangla and Odia handwritten characters, in the first
and second row, respectively. Some examples of (a) heavy cursive and
(b) arbitrary tail strokes writing styles.
It should be noted that the HOG descriptor that extracts feature vectors
from the handwritten character images are described in Chapter 4. And the
SVM classifier is described in Chapter 3.
5.1 Feature Extraction Methods
We study different kinds of feature extraction techniques to deal with the
handwritten character datasets as described below.
5.1.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
PCA is a well-known dimensionality reduction method, which extracts an
effective number of uncorrelated variables (called ‘principal components’)
from high-dimensional correlated variables (input data). In fact, a small
number of principal components is sufficient to represent the actual data
(Shi et al., 2003). Here, eigenvectors are computed from the training data
which are used as a model which is applied on an image to compute the
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feature vectors (Karaaba et al., 2014). After conducting preliminary experi-
ments, we have selected 80 eigenvectors for this approach.
5.1.2 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
The DCT technique transforms the data from a spatial domain (image) into
frequency components using only a cosine function. We use 2D-DCT in our
experiments since 2D-DCT is more suitable for 2D image data. Here, the
highest coefficient values are stored in the upper left and the lowest valued
coefficients are stored in the bottom right of the output array (Lawgali et al.,
2011). The highest coefficient values are extracted in a zigzag form (Mishra
et al., 2013) and then represented as feature vectors. In the experiment, 60
coefficient values were selected in the feature vectors.
5.1.3 Bag of Visual Words with Pixel Intensities (BOW)
The bag of visual words (Csurka et al., 2004) has been widely used in
computer vision research. In this approach, local patches that contain lo-
cal information of the image are extracted and used as a feature vector.
Then, a codebook is constructed by using an unsupervised clustering algo-
rithm. In (Abdullah et al., 2010a), some novel visual keyword descriptors
for image categorization are proposed and it was shown that the soft assign-
ment schemes outperform the more traditional hard assignment methods.
In (Coates et al., 2011b), it was shown that the BOW method outperformed
other feature learning methods such as RBMs and auto-encoders. In (Coates
et al., 2011a), the method was applied to text detection and character recog-
nition in scene images. We will now explain the BOW method consisting of
patch extraction, codebook computation, and feature extraction. As an un-
supervised learning based method, K-means clustering performs very fast
compared to other unsupervised learning methods such as RBMs (Karaaba
et al., 2014) and autoencoders (Hinton et al., 2006). The BOWmethod works
as follows:
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Extracting Patches from the Training Data
The sub-image patches X are extracted randomly from the unlabeled train-
ing images, X = {x1, x2, ..., xN} where xk ∈ R
p and N is the number of ran-
dom patches. The size of each patch is defined as a square with (p = w×w)
pixels. In our experiments we used w = 15, meaning 15× 15 pixel windows
are used.
Construction of the Codebook
The codebook is constructed by clustering the vectors obtained by randomly
selecting patches. Here, the codebook C is computed by using the K-means
clustering method on pixel intensity information contained in each patch.
Let C = {c1, c2, ..., cK} , c ∈ R
p represent the codebook (Ye et al., 2012), where
K is the number of centroids. In our experiments we used 400,000 randomly
selected patches to compute the codebooks.
Feature Extraction
To create the feature vectors for training and testing images, the soft-assignment
coding scheme from Coates et al. (2011b) is used. This approach uses the
following equation to compute the activity of each cluster given a feature
vector x from a patch:
ik(x) = max {0,µ(s) − sk} (20)
where sk = ‖x− ck‖2 and µ(s) is the mean of the elements of s (Coates et al.,
2011b).
The image is split into four quadrants and the activities of each cluster
for each patch in a quadrant are summed up. We use a sliding window
on the train and test images to extract the patches. Because the stride is 1
pixel and the window size is 15× 15 pixels, the method extracts 484 patches
from each image to compute the cluster activations. The feature vector size
is K× 4 and because we use K = 600 clusters, the feature vectors for the
BOW method have 2,400 dimensions.
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5.1.4 Bag of Visual Words with HOG Features (HOG-BOW)
In the previous BOW method, the intensity values in each patch are ex-
tracted and used for clustering. With HOG-BOW, however, feature vectors
from patches are computed by using the state-of-the-art HOG descriptor
(Dalal and Triggs, 2005), and then these feature vectors are used to com-
pute the codebook and the cluster activities. The HOG descriptor captures
the gradient structure of the local shape and may provide more robust fea-
tures. In this experiment, the best HOG parameters used 36 rectangular
blocks and 9 orientation bins to compute feature vectors from each patch.
As in BOW, HOG-BOW uses 4 quadrants and 600 centroids, yielding a 2,400
dimensional feature vector.
5.2 Handwritten Character Datasets and
Pre-Processing
The handwritten character images in the Bangla and Odia datasets were
scanned into digital images at different pixel resolutions. The details of
the handwritten character datasets and pre-processing steps will now be
described.
5.2.1 Bangla Character Dataset
The Bangla basic character consists of 11 vowels and 39 consonants (Bhowmik
et al., 2009). In the experiment, the dataset includes 45 classes and contains
5,527 character images. The dataset is divided into training and test sets,
containing 4,627 and 900 samples, respectively. Samples of the Bangla char-
acters are shown in Fig 48a.
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5.2.2 Odia Character Dataset
The Odia handwritten dataset was collected from 50 writers using a take-
note device. This dataset consists of 47 classes, 4,042 training and 987 test
samples. Some examples of the Odia characters are shown in Fig. 48b.
5.2.3 MNIST Dataset
The standard MNIST dataset (LeCun and Cortes, 1998) is a subset of the
NIST dataset. The handwritten images were normalized to fit into 28× 28
pixels. The anti-aliasing technique is used while normalizing the image. The
handwritten images of the MNIST dataset contain gray levels. The dataset
contains 60,000 handwritten training images and 10,000 handwritten test
images, see Fig. 48c for some examples.
An overview of the handwritten datasets is given in Table 11.
Table 11: Overview of the handwritten character datasets
Dataset Color format No. of No. of Train Test
writers classes
Bangla character Grayscale Multi 45 4,627 900
Odia character Binary 50 47 4,042 987
MNIST Grayscale 250 10 60,000 10,000
5.2.4 Dataset Pre-processing
In order to prepare the handwritten character images from the Bangla and
Odia datasets, a few pre-processing steps which include background re-
moval, basic image morphological operations and image normalization are
employed. First, the Bangla handwritten dataset contains different kinds
of backgrounds and is stored in gray-scale images. On the other hand, the
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Odia handwritten dataset is stored in binary image format as shown in Fig
48b. Hence, the background removal is applied only to the Bangla handwrit-
ten dataset. In this study, due to its simplicity and yet robustness feature,
we selected Otsu’s algorithm (Otsu, 1979) for removing background noise
and making a binary image. Some examples of noisy background images
are shown in Fig 50.
Figure 50: Illustration of the noisy background which appears in the Bangla hand-
written dataset.
Next, a basic morphological dilation operation is applied to the binary
handwritten images from the previous step. The dilation operation enlarges
pixels to the boundaries of the handwritten image I by the structure element
H given by I⊕H = {(p+ q) |p ∈ I,q ∈ H}. Here, the structure element uses
size 3 × 1.
Finally, many researchers investigated the effect of scale differences for
handwritten character recognition (Meier et al., 2011). In those studies,
scales from 20 × 20 (minimum) to 40 × 40 (maximum) pixel resolutions are
compared. In this study, we normalize the handwritten image into 36× 36
pixels with the aspect ratio preserved. The pre-processing stage of a hand-
written character image is shown in Fig. 51.
5.3 Experimental Results
We evaluated the feature extraction techniques on the Bangla, Odia and
MNIST datasets by using three different SVM algorithms (Vapnik, 1998).
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Figure 51: Illustration of the image pre-processing steps which are used in this ex-
periments. The first row shows a Bangla character and the second row
shows an Odia character. The original image of the handwritten char-
acters (first column), the image after applying the background removal
method (second column), the dilation images (third column) and the
image normalization (fourth column).
We used an SVM with a linear kernel, an SVM with an RBF kernel, and
a linear L2-regularized SVM (L2-SVM) (Fan et al., 2008). The results are
shown in Table 12, Table 13, and Table 14. In each table we show the results
of the feature extraction techniques with a different SVM. In all the tables,
the results show that the HOG-BOW, the HOG and the BOWmethod signif-
icantly outperform the other methods. Furthermore, on all 9 experiments
the HOG-BOWmethod performs best (highly significant differences accord-
ing to a student’s t-test are indicated in boldface). Importantly, some of the
HOG-BOW results in Table 12 and Table 13 showed a higher accuracy on
the test set than on the cross validation runs on the training set. This can be
explained by the reason that to compute the accuracy on the final test set
more training examples are used than when cross validation is used.
In terms of SVM algorithms, we can see different results. Here, the linear
SVM obtains a worse performance compared to the SVM with the RBF
kernel. The linear SVM seems, however, to better handle low dimensional
input vectors, compared to the L2-SVM. The L2-SVM yields significantly
better results if high dimensional feature vectors (Fan et al., 2008) are used
such as with the HOG-BOW and the BOW method. In fact, the best results
have been achieved with the L2-SVM with the HOG-BOW method. It is
followed by the BOW and the HOGmethod, respectively. The HOGmethod
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Table 12: Results of training (10-fold cross validation with the standard deviation)
and testing recognition performances (%) of the feature descriptors when
combined with the linear SVM.
Algorithms
Bangla dataset Odia dataset MNIST dataset
10-cv Test 10-cv Test 10-cv Test
PCA 54.87 ± 0.20 53.67 56.57 ± 0.32 53.60 93.29 ± 0.02 92.69
DCT 59.33 ± 0.32 52.33 60.77 ± 0.40 54.81 92.51 ± 0.06 91.32
IMG 56.25 ± 0.22 54.33 56.12 ± 0.57 56.23 94.13 ± 0.05 94.58
BOW 77.96 ± 0.21 77.17 79.30 ± 0.34 78.01 98.71 ± 0.02 98.47
HOG 81.17 ± 0.30 80.11 79.86 ± 0.20 80.45 98.62 ± 0.01 99.11
HOG-BOW 82.07 ± 0.24 82.44 81.74 ± 0.49 82.43 99.09 ± 0.03 99.16
outperforms the BOW method when using the SVM with an RBF kernel
(see Table 13). The feature vector size of each feature extraction technique
is shown in Table 14.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of different fea-
ture extraction techniques from computer vision for handwritten character
recognition. We have shown that the HOG-BOWmethod combined with an
L2-regularized SVM outperforms all other methods. The obtained accura-
cies with this method can be considered very high. On the MNIST dataset
for example, HOG-BOW combined with the L2-regularized SVM obtains a
recognition accuracy on the test set of 99.43% which is a state-of-the-art per-
formance. The best method for MNIST (Cires¸an et al., 2012) uses an ensem-
ble of 35 convolutional neural networks and elastic deformations to increase
the dataset and obtains around 99.77% accuracy. The proposed HOG-BOW
method, however, is much faster, needs less training data and we have not
yet evaluated its performance in an ensemble of different classifiers.
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Future work
We want to research different ways to improve the HOG-BOW even more.
We are interested in examining other soft assignment coding schemes to
compute cluster activities and we also want to construct an ensemble method
to obtain even higher accuracies.
Table 13: Results of training (10-fold cross validation with the standard deviation)
and testing recognition performances (%) of the feature descriptors when
combined with the SVM with the RBF kernel.
Algorithms
Bangla dataset Odia dataset MNIST dataset
10-cv Test 10-cv Test 10-cv Test
IMG 63.25 ± 0.28 60.00 57.95 ± 0.42 60.28 96.95 ± 0.02 97.27
PCA 64.08 ± 0.30 61.11 60.57 ± 0.57 59.87 96.86 ± 0.02 96.64
DCT 70.18 ± 0.27 61.33 69.91 ± 0.34 63.63 98.18 ± 0.09 97.51
BOW 78.76 ± 0.38 77.17 81.29 ± 0.42 80.65 98.98 ± 0.01 98.97
HOG 83.11 ± 0.25 83.00 82.16 ± 0.27 83.38 99.13 ± 0.01 99.12
HOG-BOW 83.14 ± 0.18 83.33 83.62 ± 0.17 83.56 99.30 ± 0.02 99.35
Table 14: Results of recognition performances (%) of the methods when used with
the L2-SVM.
Algorithms
Feature Handwritten character dataset
dimensionality Test Bangla Test Odia Test MNIST
DCT 60 51.67 56.94 90.84
PCA 80 50.33 53.90 91.02
IMG 1,296 31.33 42.65 91.53
HOG 324 74.89 74.27 98.53
BOW 2,400 86.56 84.60 99.10




he objective of the research that we have described in this dissertation
is getting a better understanding of features in order to provide ac-
curate character recognition with reduced complexity and less train-
ing data. Firstly, in terms of document layout analysis, we have focused on a
well-known path-planning algorithm as a line segmentation technique that
is applied to several different handwritten document manuscripts. Secondly,
robust feature extraction and machine learning techniques are proposed for
recognizing handwritten characters.
In this dissertation, we have demonstrated that our algorithms (e.g. line
segmentation and feature extraction techniques) are very efficient for im-
proving a handwritten character recognition system. Furthermore, some
state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms that can be used to improve
the performance of handwritten character recognition are proposed. We
will now briefly discuss the challenges of the character recognition systems
and our findings.
In Chapter 2, due to the problems of overlapping and touching characters
of subsequent lines, the well-known A∗ path-planning algorithm cannot
solve these kinds of problems. This original algorithm is effective only when
the components of two lines do not overlap. For this reason, several simple
soft cost functions are combined to enhance the performance of the A∗ path-
planning algorithm. The five simple cost functions which are combined
with the path-planning algorithm are the ink distance, square ink distance,
the map-obstacle, the vertical and the neighbor cost functions. These cost
functions allow an artificial agent to calculate the best possible path that
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separate the upper and lower text areas. We have performed experiments on
two historical manuscripts, namely Saint Gall and Monk line segmentation
(MLS) datasets.
The experimental results show that our A∗ path-planning algorithm per-
forms well on the Saint Gall dataset and also on the more complicated MLS
dataset. In some cases the method was observed to cut some text instead of
going up with a curved text line though.
In Chapter 3, we introduced two feature extraction techniques, namely the
hotspot technique (HOT) and the contour angular technique (CAT), which are
computed based on thinned character images. We have evaluated these fea-
ture extraction techniques on three different handwritten scripts including
Thai character, Bangla digit, and MNIST. As classifiers, the k-nearest neigh-
bor (kNN) and the support vector machine (SVM) algorithms are used.
We separated our experiments into two parts according to the classi-
fiers. These are experiments with kNN and SVM algorithms. For kNN,
we presented the HOT technique to compare to the other feature extrac-
tion techniques including the mark direction and the direction of the chain
code technique. In this experiment, the HOT technique significantly out-
performed the other feature extraction techniques on the Bangla digit and
MNIST datasets. However, the mark direction technique outperforms the
HOT technique on the Thai character dataset.
Furthermore, we proposed the CAT technique for the isolated handwrit-
ten Bangla digit dataset. It was compared to other methods using the SVM
as classifier, such as the HOT technique, the gray-level pixel-based method
(GPB), and a basic low-resolution pixel-based method. We have learned
that the CAT technique computes aspects of curvature of the handwrit-
ten image using 8-directional codes, while counting the co-occurrences of
angles along the ink trace. The experiments showed that the CAT feature
significantly outperformed the GPB method under the condition of a small
amount of training data and much faster character classification than the
pixel-based methods. Finally, the accuracy performance of the handwritten
character recognition system is increased when the unweighted majority
vote method (UMV) is used to combine the output from different SVM
classifiers.
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In Chapter 4, we improved the accuracy performance for handwritten
character recognition by studying local gradient feature descriptors. We
compared two existing feature descriptors, namely the histogram of ori-
ented gradients (HOG) and the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) de-
scriptor. In addition, these two local gradient feature descriptors are com-
pared to the well-known and widely used pixel-based method (IMG).
We should notice that although these two orientation based local feature
descriptors somewhat resemble each other, there are still a number of dif-
ferences. For example, the HOG descriptor uses simple convolution kernels
such as the Sobel kernel and the SIFT descriptor uses a Gaussian filter be-
fore extracting the gradient orientations and magnitudes. Also, due to the
gradient orientations, the HOG descriptor uses absolute angles between 0
and 180 degrees and the SIFT descriptor uses all angles between 0 and 360
degrees. The SIFT and the HOG descriptor gave the best performances and
significantly outperformed the IMG method.
As for classifiers, the SVM algorithm performs better than the kNN algo-
rithm. However, it is interesting that these robust local descriptors show a
good performance even with the simple kNN algorithm.
In Chapter 5, there are some challenges in the handwritten character
datasets to be handled, especially, in the Bangla and Odia datasets. With
these datasets, we have to handle the diversity of writing styles (e.g., heavy
cursivity and arbitrary tail strokes), similar structures of different charac-
ters, and cannot use a large amount of handwritten character samples. To
address these problems, the bag of visual words with HOG features (HOG-
BOW) was proposed. This is because, the state-of-the-art HOG descriptor
captures the gradient structure of the local shape and provides more robust
features than using pixel intensities.
In this approach, local patches of the unlabeled training images are ran-
domly extracted and processed by using the HOG descriptor. Then, the
K-means clustering algorithm is applied to construct a codebook. Conse-
quently, the feature vectors for training and test images are extracted by
using the soft-assignment coding scheme and given to the SVM algorithm
for classification.
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The L2-regularization (L2-SVM) algorithm yields significantly better re-
sults than other SVM models if high dimensional feature vectors are used.
The experiments showed that the HOG-BOW method combined with the
L2-SVM classifier obtained very high accuracy performances on the Bangla
and Odia handwritten character datasets.
In this dissertation, the problem found during the experiment of the line
segmentation is that the projection profile analysis which is used to locate
the text line could not cope with the slant text line. Additionally, sometimes
the method prefers to cut some characters instead of moving into the correct
directions.
Furthermore, two local gradient feature descriptors (HOG and siftD) that
extract feature vectors from the multi-script handwritten character datasets
are used. As a classifier, the simple kNN algorithm and the SVM algorithm
have been used. Surprisingly, the KNN algorithm obtains a good perfor-
mance when combined with these robust local gradient descriptors. The
results show that high accuracies are obtained when using the SVM algo-
rithm as a classifier. However, these two feature descriptors combined with
the SVM algorithm cannot manage with a small amount of training data.
However, the HOG-BOW method is proposed to handle some challenges
in Bangla and Odia handwritten character datasets, such as a small number
of character data, the diversity of writing styles, and similar structures of
different characters. As a result, the HOG-BOW method combined with the
L2-SVM classifier achieves high accuracy performances on both handwrit-
ten character datasets.
Two concrete approaches include line segmentation and character recog-
nition are proposed for the multi-script handwritten character recognition
system. However, the process of word and character segmentation is re-
quired to build a fully functional document recognition system. These are
explained in the section of future work.
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6.1 Answers to the Research Questions
According to Chapter 1, three research questions (RQ) concern the improve-
ment of current character recognition systems. In this section, we briefly
recall each question and provide some answers to them.
RQ1 We focus on the task of segmenting the text areas from the handwrit-
ten document images. Here, we propose a novel line segmentation method
for handwritten historical documents which are written in one column. The
following questions come up; Is it possible to find potential candidates for
starting points of lines separating upper and lower text areas of handwrit-
ten documents? What is the best technique that can separate two lines of
handwritten text which are connected or overlapping?
In answering the RQ1, we first detect the locations of text lines from
the historical handwritten documents. Text line localization is performed
in two steps: binarization (Otsu, 1979; Sauvola and Pietikäinen, 2000) and
projection profile analysis (Ha et al., 1995; Marinai and Nesi, 1999). Firstly,
the historical handwritten document images are binarized using a local bi-
narization technique (Sauvola and Pietikäinen, 2000). With this step, the
background noise is removed by the local binarization technique. Secondly,
the horizontal projection profile analysis is carried out by taking the density
of the black pixel values in the corresponding row. Then, the local maxima
values are determined as the candidate starting points for line segmenta-
tion.
We propose a line segmentation technique which is based on the well-
known A∗ path-planning algorithm (Nilsson, 1982). our approach uses sev-
eral simple soft cost functions for improving the path-planning algorithm.
Consequently, the soft cost functions allow a separating path to get close to
text areas and even pass through the connected text areas.
RQ2 Very high accuracy is required for a character recognition system for
being applied in real-world applications. However, there are difficult prob-
lems of the challenging handwritten scripts such as the similarities between
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the character sets and the similar structures between different characters.
These factors negatively affect the performance of a handwritten character
recognition system. What are the most robust local feature descriptors that
can improve the recognition performance? Furthermore, when robust fea-
ture vectors are created, how do machine learning techniques perform for
recognizing more complex handwritten characters? Can we assume that a
simple machine learning technique such as the kNN algorithm provides
high accuracy results?
The RQ2 is mainly about obtaining a high accuracy in the case of the
challenging handwritten scripts (Thai, Bangla, and Latin). To answer this
research question, we propose to use two effective local gradient feature
descriptors, namely the HOG and the scale invariant feature transform de-
scriptor (siftD) to make a better character recognition system. These feature
descriptors provide robust feature vectors which are invariant to small local
displacements. After the feature descriptor process, the feature vectors are
classified by the machine learning techniques. Then, we first start our inves-
tigation by focusing on the SVM algorithm (Vapnik, 1998). According to the
experiments, however, the results show that siftD with the SVM classifier us-
ing the radial basis function (RBF) kernel outperforms the HOG descriptor.
We want to mention that the siftD obtains very high recognition accuracies
which makes it the best local feature descriptor for our experiments.
We also performed an experiment in which the feature vectors are clas-
sified by the kNN algorithm which is a simple non-parametric algorithm.
The efficacy of the kNN algorithm depends on the distance function and
the value of the parameter k (Hendrickx and van den Bosch, 2005). Conse-
quently, by using both local feature descriptors the accuracy performance of
the kNN is above 95% except on the Bangla handwritten character dataset.
This is basically because of heavy cursive and arbitrary tail stroke writing
styles, and a lack of a large amount of handwritten character samples.
In addition, our solution to these problems are using a bag of visual
words method. We will answer the question in the RQ3.
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RQ3 It is not a straightforward task to obtain high accuracies on chal-
lenging handwritten character datasets due to various factors. These fac-
tors include an insufficient amount of training samples and many different
types of handwriting. How can we manage these issues? How do local fea-
ture descriptors and bag of visual words (BOW) perform for recognizing
more complex handwritten characters? Furthermore, if we use the SVM al-
gorithm for classification, which kernel type provides the best recognition
accuracies on the challenging handwritten character datasets?
We have evaluated the feature descriptors on three different handwrit-
ten character datasets: Bangla, Odia, and MNIST. Especially, in Bangla and
Odia datasets, we have to deal with a small amount of character images
for training and need to handle various handwriting styles. To address this
problem, we propose a new local descriptor, namely HOG-BOW. With the
HOG-BOW descriptor, features of randomly local patches created from the
training samples are computed by using the state-of-the-art HOG descrip-
tor. We emphasize that increasing the number of random patches is one
of many factors that can effect the performance of a handwritten character
recognition system. Then, K-means clustering is applied to construct a code-
book. Using the codebook, consequently, the feature vectors are extracted
and given to the SVM algorithm for classification. The results show that
the HOG-BOW method significantly outperforms the other state-of-the-art
methods, such as HOG and BOW separately.
To answer the last question in RQ3, the feature vectors are given to three
different types of SVMs including: a linear SVM, an SVM with the RBF
kernel and a linear SVM using L2 regularization. In our comparison, the
results clearly show that the HOG-BOW, BOW, and HOG feature descriptor
methods significantly outperform the other methods. Eventually, the best
performing method that obtains very high recognition accuracies on three
datasets is the HOG-BOW combined with the L2-SVM classifier.
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6.2 Future Work
The research presented in this dissertation motivates a diversity of future
research projects, most of which are about improving the performance of
handwritten character recognition by adding new methods or optimizing
the existing methods.
Accordingly, further research is primarily focused on developing robust
feature extraction techniques for the handwritten character recognition prob-
lem. In recent years, for instance, deep learning architectures (Bengio, 2009)
are becoming more and more popular and have been applied to different
research areas (Lee et al., 2007; Gregor and LeCun, 2010). In this approach,
the learning algorithms (e.g. deep belief networks, auto-encoders, and con-
volutional neural networks) are proposed for learning features from very
large and high-dimensional data. To evaluate the efficiency of this ap-
proach, these algorithms have been applied to character recognition and
obtained high recognition performances on the benchmark MNIST dataset.
These learning algorithms, however, require large training sets to make a
recognition system work well. We plan to work on improving the HOG-
BOW method to obtain higher accuracies as well as optimize the operator
that computes cluster activities of each cluster. We are interested in combin-
ing the convolution neural network with the BOW method (CNN-BOW) as
well.
In case of insufficient training data, we focussed on the recognition of
Bangla and Odia handwritten character datasets. The reason is that there
are some challenges; for example, a small amount of training data, different
writing styles, and even similar structures of different characters. As for
accuracy performance, however, the results were not high enough. There is
still much work to be done to improve learning algorithms for these kinds
of datasets. A promising way would be to use the multi-layer support vector
machines (Wiering and Schomaker, 2014) together with HOG-BOW.
The process of the line segmentation is also important for the handwritten
character recognition systems. To improve the accuracy of the line segmen-
tation, some page segmentation techniques will be required to handle the
document image before applying the line segmentation technique. In or-
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der to correct a problem with line segmentation, character recognition and
multiple hypothesis testing will be used concurrently. Additionally, there
are some problems in word segmentation of the Thai language. This is be-
cause people usually write the sentence without any space between each
word, while some people leave space between conjunctions or phase words.
To optimize the Thai word segmentation, the process of lexicon and word
recognition which divides text lines into meaningful words are required.
All of these are thus seen as interesting directions for future work.
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SUMMARY
The recognition of handwriting, in multiple scripts and from various his-
torical periods is still a challenging problem at all levels of processing from
intensity normalization to segmentation, feature extraction and classifica-
tion. In this dissertation, several techniques are proposed to address the
problems of segmentation and recognition.
Chapter 1 provides a brief general introduction to handwritten character
recognition systems followed by the research questions. Additionally, the
objectives of the dissertation and contributions are described.
Chapter 2 describes a new efficient A∗ path-planning based line segmen-
tation algorithm for historical document images. The goal of line segmen-
tation is to find the best separating curvilinear paths that separate a target
line from the surrounding neighbouring text lines. A pervasive problem is
the fact that long strokes, ascenders and descenders from surrounding text
may touch or cross the current target line. The proposed algorithm applies
a cost-based search heuristic using the A∗ algorithm to solve this problem.
We have evaluated the line segmentation technique on handwritten histor-
ical images from the Saint Gall dataset and a specifically selected dataset
from the MONK collections, namely the MONK line segmentation (MLS)
dataset. These datasets are also available to the scientific community. The
results indicate that our newly developed approach was effective in which
various kinds of documents could be handled appropriately.
For handwritten character recognition several novel approaches have been
proposed in this dissertation, described in chapters 3-5. There are some dif-
ficulties in handwritten character recognition which are typical to Asian
scripts such as Bangla and Odia. We have studied two datasets containing
challenges, such as the differences in writing style, similar shape structures
that are found in different character classes, variable-sized and curly be-
gin strokes and end strokes. Furthermore, the small size of available data
sets for training and testing pose problems at the level of machine learning.
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The objective was to propose a robust feature extraction technique which
can solve these problems. Several handwritten character datasets have been
used to evaluate feature extraction techniques on Thai, Bangla, Odia, Latin,
and the well-known benchmark MNIST dataset.
To obtain the highest recognition performance, the robust feature vectors
created by a feature extraction technique are classified by machine learning
techniques. We found that even a simple machine learning technique such
as the k-nearest neighbor (kNN) algorithm provides high accuracy results.
On the other hand, very high recognition accuracies have been obtained
when using a support vector machine (SVM) algorithm as a classifier.
In Chapter 3, we propose two feature extraction techniques, namely the
hotspot technique (HOT) and the contour angular technique (CAT), which
are computed based on thinned isolated character images. We compare
these techniques with the pixel-based method. The results show that the
CAT technique combined with an SVM classifier outperforms the other
techniques when little training data is used. A higher recognition accuracy
is achieved with an unweighted majority vote (UMV) method where the
outputs of the different SVM classifiers are combined and the new data are
classified subsequently by taking a vote of their predictions.
Chapter 4 describes the effective use of local gradient feature descriptors
for handwritten character recognition. In this chapter, two local gradient fea-
ture descriptors, which are the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) de-
scriptor and the scale invariant feature transform descriptor (siftD) are com-
pared. The orientation histograms from the handwritten character grayscale
images are extracted and subsequently the robust feature vectors are pro-
vided. We have evaluated feature descriptors and classifiers on three com-
plex handwritten datasets in total including Thai, Bangla, and Latin. The
siftD and the HOG descriptors have shown the best performances when
they are combined with the SVM algorithm as a classifier. Interestingly,
even with the simple kNN algorithm, the local descriptors still show a good
performance.
In Chapter 5, the bag of visual words (BOW) approach using the HOG
descriptor, called HOG-BOW, is proposed for recognizing handwritten char-
acters. In this approach, the intensity values that contain local information
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of the handwritten character in each local area are processed by using the
HOG descriptor. In this technique, firstly, the HOG descriptor captures the
gradient structure of the local shape and provides robust features. Conse-
quently, a codebook is constructed by using the K-means clustering method.
Finally, the soft-assignment scheme computing the activity of each cluster
is used to create the feature vectors. The results show that very high recog-
nition accuracies on Bangla, Odia, and MNIST are achieved when using the
HOG-BOW method combined with the L2 regularized SVM.
Chapter 6 comprises two main sections, consisting of the answers to
the research questions and the future work. In this chapter, we briefly ex-
plain the proposed approaches and answered three main research ques-
tions in handwritten character recognition. In the future work, two main
approaches are planned to be focused on. The first one is to improve fea-
ture extraction using a local feature learning technique together with the
multi-layer support vector machines in order to obtain higher accuracies.
The second is to focus on a segmentation technique which can be enhanced
by applying a process of a lexicon in word recognition level.

SAMENVATTING
Het herkennen van handgeschreven teksten waarin meerdere handschriften
voorkomen uit verschillende historische periodes is nog altijd een uitda-
gend probleem op alle niveau’s van verwerking, van intensiteitsnormal-
isatie tot segmentatie, feature extractie en classificatie. In dit proefschrift
worden verschillende technieken voorgesteld om de problemen omtrent
segmentatie en herkenning aan te pakken.
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een beknopte algemene introductie in schriftherken-
ningssystemen voor handgeschreven tekst, gevolgd door de onderzoeksvra-
gen. Daarnaast worden de doelen en bijdragen van dit proefschrift beschrev-
en.
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een nieuw efficiënt regelscheiding algoritme geba-
seerd op A∗ path-planning voor historische documentafbeeldingen. Het
doel van regelscheiding is om de best mogelijke paden te bepalen om een
doelregel te scheiden van naastgelegen tekstregels. Een veelvoorkomend
probleem is het feit dat lange pennenstreken, stoklijnen en staartlijnen van
omliggende tekst de huidige doelregel kunnen raken of kruisen. Het voorge-
stelde algoritme past een kostengebaseerde zoekheuristiek toe die het A∗ al-
goritme gebruikt om dit probleem op te lossen. We hebben deze regelschei-
dingstechniek geëvalueerd op afbeeldingen van historische documenten uit
de Saint Gall dataset en een speciaal geselecteerde dataset uit de MONK
verzameling, namelijk de MONK regelscheidingsdataset (MLS dataset). De-
ze datasets zijn ook beschikbaar voor de wetenschappelijke gemeenschap.
De resultaten laten zien dat onze nieuw ontwikkelde methode een effec-
tieve techniek is die voor vele verschillende soorten documenten kan wor-
den gebruikt.
Voor handschriftherkenning worden in deze dissertatie een aantal nieuwe
aanpakken voorgesteld, die zijn beschreven in hoofdstukken 3-5. Er zijn een
aantal moeilijkheden met de herkenning van handgeschreven lettertekens,
in het bijzonder voor Aziatische schriften zoals Bangla en Odia. We hebben
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twee datasets onderzocht die uitdagingen bevatten zoals verschillende let-
tertekens met vergelijkbare structuren, variatie in de grootte, aanzet en
einde van een pennenstreek, en variatie in de schrijfstijl. Daarnaast zorgde
het kleine aantal beschikbare voorbeelden voor het trainen en testen voor
problemen op het niveau van machine learning. Het doel was om een
robuuste feature-extractietechniek te ontwikkelen die met deze problemen
om kan gaan. De feature-extractietechnieken zijn geëvalueerd met behulp
van datasets van handgeschreven lettertekens, waaronder de datasets Thai,
Bang-la, Odia, Latin en de bekende MNIST benchmarkdataset.
Om de best mogelijke herkenning te verkrijgen, worden robuuste fea-
turevectoren, die zijn verkregen uit feature-extractietechnieken, geclassi-
ficeerd met behulp van machine learning technieken. Zelfs simpele ma-
chine learning technieken zoals k-nearest neighbors (kNN) blijken een hoge
mate van nauwkeurigheid te behalen. Aan de andere kant is de herkenning
opvallend goed wanneer een support vector machine (SVM) algoritme ge-
bruikt wordt om te classificeren.
In Hoofdstuk 3 stellen we twee feature-extractietechnieken voor, namelijk
de hotspot-techniek (HOT) en de contour-angulartechniek (CAT), die beide
berekend worden gebaseerd op uitgedunde geïsoleerde tekenafbeeldingen.
We vergelijken deze technieken met de pixel-gebaseerde methode. Uit de
resultaten blijkt dat de CAT-techniek gecombineerd met een SVM classi-
fier beter presteert dan de andere technieken wanneer weinig trainingsdata
wordt gebruikt. Een hoge herkenningsnauwkeurigheid wordt bereikt met
een unweighted majority vote (UMV) methode waarin de output van de
verschillende SVM-classifiers gecombineerd wordt en de meerderheid van
hun voorspellingen gebruikt wordt om nieuwe data te classificeren.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft effectief gebruik van local gradient feature descrip-
tors voor handschriftherkenning. In dit hoofdstuk worden twee local gradi-
ent feature descriptors vergeleken, namelijk de histogram of oriented gra-
dients (HOG) descriptor en de scale invariant feature transform descrip-
tor (siftD). Deze extraheren de orientation histograms uit de afbeeldin-
gen van handgeschreven tekens, en geven robuuste feature vectors terug.
We hebben feature descriptors en classifiers geëvalueerd op drie complexe
handgeschreven datasets, namelijk Thai, Bangla, en Latin. De siftD en HOG
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descriptors geven de beste resultaten wanneer ze gecombineerd worden
met het SVM algoritme als classifier. Opmerkelijk is dat de lokale descrip-
tors zelfs met een simpel kNN algoritme een goed resultaat geven.
In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt voorgesteld de bag of visual words (BOW) benader-
ing met gebruik van de HOG descriptor, de HOG-BOW, te gebruiken voor
het herkennen van handgeschreven tekens. In deze benadering worden de
intensiteitswaardes die lokale informatie bevatten over het handgeschreven
letterteken in elk lokaal gebied verwerkt met behulp van een HOG descrip-
tor. In deze techniek geeft de HOG descriptor eerst de gradiëntstructuur
van de lokale vorm, en voorziet in robuuste features. Vervolgens wordt er
een codebook geconstrueerd met behulp van de K-means clustering meth-
ode. Tenslotte wordt een soft-assignment scheme, dat de activiteit van elk
cluster berekent, gebruikt om feature vectors te maken. Uit de resultaten
blijkt dat de HOG-BOW methode gecombineerd met de L2 regularized
SVM een zeer hoge herkenningsnauwkeurigheid bereikt op Bangla, Odia
en MNIST.
Hoofdstuk 6 bestaat uit twee onderdelen, namelijk de antwoorden op de
onderzoeksvragen en toekomstig onderzoek. In dit hoofdstuk bespreken
we kort de voorgestelde aanpakken en de antwoorden op de drie voornaam-
ste onderzoeksvragen van handgeschreven tekstherkenning. Het onderdeel
toekomstig onderzoek benadrukt twee mogelijke richtingen. De eerste is
om de feature extraction te verbeteren met behulp van een techniek om
lokaal features aan te leren, gecombineerd met multi-layer support vector
machines om een hogere nauwkeurigheid te behalen. De tweede richt zich
op de segmentatietechniek, die kan worden verbeterd door een lexiconpro-
ces op woordherkenningsniveau toe te passen.
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